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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Energy optimization of secondary treatment in WRRFs via off-gas and respirometric
measurements
by

Federico Pasini
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

University of California, Irvine – Fall 2019

Professor Diego Rosso, Chair

Water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) are responsible for a significant portion of the
municipal energy consumption and related GHG emissions. Most of the energy demand for water
sanitation (up to 80%) is commonly required in the secondary stage of the treatment, where
aeration is provided to the tank through a range of technological solutions (mechanical aerators,
coarse to fine bubbles diffusers, etc.) to ensure aerobic conditions in the aerated stage of activated
sludge process (AS).
Despite the high cost of aeration, the best science describing the mechanics of oxygen
transfer is affected by dynamic process conditions has not yet been fully integrated into the
considerations for control, design, and modelling of secondary treatment in WRRFs. First, effluent
quality and process stability are prioritized over the cost of treatment; second, the capability of
existing facilities to adapt the air supply to transient oxygen demand over the daily fluctuation is
often limited by dated design and/or equipment; third, whereas energy rates are often time-based,
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this results in the highest cost of treatment correspondent to the lowest efficiency in air use from
the blowers.
Hence, the objective of the dissertation is to investigate the potential of continuous
characterization of process dynamics and aeration efficiency indicators as a diagnostic tool to
optimize energy efficiency in WRRFs. Extensive off-gas and respirometric measurements were
used to define temporal and spatial fluctuations of aeration dynamics in secondary treatment and
correlate biological oxygen uptake rate (OUR) with oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE).
Additional insights were provided by the adopted methodology, as the coupling of online
respirometric and off-gas monitoring with power metering allowed to create redundancy in the
measurement of OUR and power demand for aeration. This ultimately served to extract more
information about oxygen supply efficiency and mechanical efficiency of the blowers, compared
to the standard practice.
Overall, the results confirmed how significant reduction of power demand for aeration (2050%) can be achieved while ensuring effluent quality by strategically modifying process
operations (carbon diversion in primary treatment, DO reduction in secondary treatment, flow
equalization, etc.).
In addition, this study finds that better understanding of site-specific process dynamics
using a validated and optimized WRRF model can significantly reduce aeration power demand.
Finally, an approach to characterize process operations and highlighting optimal and critical points
through the analysis of key state variables is proposed for design, modeling and process control of
WRRFs secondary treatment.

xiii

1.

Introduction
Water and energy are deeply intertwined. Whereas the reduction of energy demand is

recognized among the main contributors to mitigate global climate change, understanding the
water-energy nexus is of utmost importance to achieve this goal. First, the energy required for
water distribution and sanitation from water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) is estimated
around 2% of the total world electricity consumption and up to 20% the energy demand for
municipalities. This translates in high environmental impact and substantial GHG emissions to
operate water services ((Racovicenau 2013), (Olsson 2015)).
The analysis of the interaction between water and energy as basic services within the public
infrastructure is fundamental tool for policymakers as it involves many socio-economical aspects
(Sorrell 2015), whereas the role of civil and environmental engineers in the optimization of energy
efficiency for water services it is of utmost importance to guarantee a sustainable development of
public infrastructure. (Cosgrove and Loucks 2015). Second, due to the nature of electricity and
water as highly subsidized goods, the collection of adequate revenues to cover O&M costs and
invest in future improvements may be challenging for many utilities (Griffin 2016). Water and
energy consumption are often priced following a set of structures established to promote a rational
use of the existing infrastructure. Whereas conservation is generally favored by high prices for
high consumption, this strategy may fail in ensuring an equitable distribution of the service to
different income level of customers or, contrarily, fail to generate enough revenues to cover costs
in the case a significant reduction of demand occurs among customers ((Banerjee et al. 2010);
(Lago and Mysiak 2015); (Dinar 2003)). Hence, reducing cost of operations may be a viable option
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to sustain capital investment for energy optimization without jeopardizing the equity or
sustainability of the tariff (Pajares, Valero, and Sánchez 2019).
Third, it is common interest of large energy consumer such as WRRFs and energy providers
to reduce peaks in power demand. A study showed how a minor (1%) shift in power demand would
result in savings in the order of billions of dollars at system level (Spees, 2008). On the energy
provider side, this was favored by establishing rebates and customized energy tariffs incentivizing
the reduction of power demand during targeted periods of the day from large utilities (Thompson
and Piette 2009). On the utility side, new energy practices were concurrently implemented and
often coupled with rebates and customized tariffs from the energy provider. Demand side
management (DSM) is the definition of a portfolio of measures aimed to optimize the energy
system by modifying the consumption over the day, based on price and peak demand constraints.
Generally, those strategies are not singularly aimed to reduce energy consumption rather than curb
the demand during critical time of the day (Palensky and Dietrich 2011).
With focus on our case, it is largely highlighted how energy efficiency of WRRFs is dependent
on several factors, ranging from the size and characteristics of the facility such as the equipment
and the energy intensity of the adopted process (activated sludge, ultra-filtration, reverse osmosis,
etc.) as well as the type of the treated wastewater (domestic, industrial, etc.), the end-use of the
produced water (re-use, discharge limits for final receptor, etc.) ((Metcalf & Eddy 2014); (Olsson
2015)). Because activated sludge (AS) is a commonly adopted to perform biological secondary
treatment in WRRFs, the cost of providing air to ensure aerobic conditions for microbiological
activity is often the main component of the overall energy demand, up to 75% of the total from the
WRRF ((Reardon 1995); (Rosso, Iranpour, and Stenstrom 2005)). As WRRFs operations undergo
significant variability during the day and among different seasons due to the transient nature of
2

influent flows, contaminants concentration and temperatures effecting process biochemistry
((ASCE 2007); (Henze et al. 2008); (Metcalf & Eddy 2014); (Stenstrom and Gilbert 1981)), this
results in variable energy requirements as well as energy efficiency. Commonly, aeration tanks in
WRRFs are operated with scheduled air flow rates or controls based on dissolved oxygen setpoints,
often coupled with ammonia sensors to maintain targeted DO concentrations over the tank length
and ensure adequate air supply to match varying oxygen requirements. However, whereas this
provides a more responsive behavior of the air supply to the fluctuating oxygen requirements, it
does not provide insights about the efficiency of the air use (i.e, transfer efficiency). In the last 30
years, the development of testing methodologies such as off-gas test allowed to quantify the
oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE%) and correlate transient conditions to the efficiency of air use
((Redmon et al. 1983); (ASCE 1997)). The negative effect of contaminants on oxygen transfer is
quantified by the alpha factor (α), which expresses the suppression of oxygen transfer compared
to clean water conditions ((Metcalf & Eddy 2014); (ASCE 1997)). Several are the studies
confirming the effect of process conditions on oxygen transfer efficiency: turbulence, flow regime
and type of diffusers (e.g. (D. Rosso, Iranpour, and Stenstrom 2005); (Gillot and Héduit 2008)),
presence of surfactants (Diego Rosso and Stenstrom 2006), rheological characteristics of the
activated sludge and mean cell retention time (MCRT) ((Gillot et al. 2005); (Germain et al. 2007);
(Fabiyi and Novak, 2008); (Racault et al. 2011); (Ratkovich et al. 2013), (Durán et al. 2016);
(Jochen Henkel et al. 2009); (Wagner et al. 2002); (Krampe and Krauth 2003)).
Two are the main factors resulting in high environmental impact of secondary treatment: first,
the efficiency of oxygen transfer from gas to liquid phase is variable under process conditions,
where highest suppression of oxygen transfer corresponds to periods of highest concentration of
contaminants and least efficient air supply ((Olsson 2015);(Rosso 2018)). Second, the cost of
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aeration is additionally amplified by the energy tariff structure, which prices can be almost 25%
more expensive during peak hours, where energy consumption in secondary treatment can reach
up to 4 times the energy demand required off-peak (Emami, Sobhani, and Rosso 2018). The
efficiency of AS operations is therefore usually the lowest during peak-hours, when highest
influent results in the circadian amplification of air flow rate supplied to the tank, resulting in
energy consumption and concurrent GHG emissions. Nonetheless, aeration systems in WRRFs are
yet partially able to effectively adapt air supply to the varying oxygen demand for transient
hydraulic and organic loads due to dated equipment and design of the plants. Whereas ensuring
effluent quality is always prioritized to energy efficiency in order to avoid liability for noncomplying to discharge limits, inefficient operations and excessive cost of treatment are often
overlooked by WRRFs (Åmand, Olsson, and Carlsson 2013).
Thus, the capability to implement targeted periods of high and low power demand for WRRFs
would result in significant savings for cost of treatment, whereas energy requirements for treatment
can be tailored during the day ((Amaral et al. 2016); (Beltran et al. 2012); (Grau et al. 2007);
(Åmand et al. 2013); (Ingildsen and Olsson, 2015)). Nevertheless, most of the applications of offgas testing provided punctual or overall limited datapoints, corresponding to specific loading and
operating conditions and overlooking daily and seasonal fluctuations. Hence, despite the
application of the standard off-gas test methodology (ASCE 1997) is largely recognized as a
powerful diagnostic tool, continuous off-gas monitoring would offer higher detail in the process
dynamics characterization ((Schuchardt et al. 2007); (Leu et al. 2009); (Amerlinck et al. 2016)).
In the last fifteen years, the implementation of aeration dynamics monitoring for energy
optimization was investigated.
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Several are the studies performed via benchmark modelling ((Åmand, Olsson, and Carlsson
2013); (Garrido-Baserba et al. 2017)) while few are the examples of full-scale implementation of
optimization measures based on aeration efficiency indicators ((Jenkins et al. 2008); (Schuchardt
et al. 2007)). Results confirmed the importance of the continuous diagnostic of aeration efficiency
to achieve energy and cost savings for aeration ((Pittoors, Guo, and Van Hulle 2014);(Åmand,
Olsson, and Carlsson 2013)).
Nonetheless, the uncertainty about the mechanistic phenomena affecting oxygen transfer
yet partially allows to extend site-specific datasets. Whereas the state of art is still evolving to
understand and apply process modifications and reduce energy footprint, the thorough
characterization of process dynamics is highly regarded as a fundamental step to achieve this goal
((Amaral et al. 2016); (Beltrán et al. 2012); (Gernaey et al. 2001)). Thus, a more extensive
application of off-gas monitoring coupled with other methodologies is required to consolidate its
potential as diagnostic tool and accurately predict aeration system dynamics independently from
site-specific conditions.
In this study, off-gas monitoring was coupled with real-time respirometric measurements.
This was to investigate a surrogate parameter able to globally describe the effect of contaminants
and biomass concentration on oxygen transfer. The development of a correlation between
respiration rates and oxygen transfer efficiency would allow to define optimal oxygen supply to
match the microbiological demand while targeting highest aeration efficiency. Moreover, the longterm off-gas monitoring would highlight the varying performances of the aeration system during
the daily cycle and allow to highlight optimal operating conditions (dissolved oxygen setpoints,
air flow rate, etc.). Finally, the additional measurement or respirometric rates, power demand for
aeration and water quality would allow calibrate off-gas calculations in real time as well as provide
5

additional insights on the process conditions. Hence, the goal of this doctoral study is to investigate
a portfolio of operational solutions to minimize energy wastage and maximize treatment capacity
based on off-gas and respirometric methodologies, at pilot and full-scale. The results collected
during the experimental campaigns were implemented in site-specific models to improve the
accuracy in the evaluation of optimization strategies. Different aspects of daily operations of
WRRFs were investigated to provide a range of solution independent from site-specific conditions.
In chapter 1, the introduction of targeted solid removal upstream the aeration tank is evaluated.
This was to quantify the potential energy savings in secondary treatment resulting from carbondiversion in primary treatment. The first phase of the study was performed at both pilot and fullscale and allowed to highlight the differential performances of two identical biological reactors
operated with pre-screened and raw primary influent, respectively. Results from off-gas and
respirometric tests confirmed the beneficial effect of primary screening on cost for aeration, as
oxygen requirements were reduced for pilot and full-scale resulting in the reduction of biomass
respiration rates. The collected results were implemented in a series of plant-wide models
consisting of primary treatment, secondary treatment, sludge dewatering and anaerobic digestion.
Different technological solutions were evaluated to simulate primary treatment. Primary clarifiers
and screens/RBFs were compared in the model to evaluate the advantages of targeted and flowindependent solid removal. Different time periods over the daily influent variability and different
solids removal performances were implemented to define a plant-wide energy balance and
evaluate cost and benefit of carbon diversion through primary screening. Overall, results showed
how 15% energy savings could be achieved by the concomitant effect of the reduction of air
requirements in secondary treatment and enhanced biogas production in anaerobic digestion.
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In chapter 2, long-term monitoring of aeration efficiency indicators is presented as a tool to
continuously characterize process dynamics. Commonly, off-gas testing is performed manually,
hence existing data are limited to a narrow range of operating conditions as manual labor is
required to perform the measurements. To overcome this limitation, a fully automated off-gas
sampling equipment was installed with a fixed sampling hood at the side of the aeration tank to
capture process air leaving the tank surface. The position was selected after a full tank
characterization to define a section representative of the whole aerated area. One full year of
characterization in the aeration tank of a WRRF allowed to collect the fluctuation of process
dynamics and aeration efficiency indicators for daily and seasonal variability. The collected results
were implemented in a series of models to evaluate optimization strategies and quantify savings
for cost of aeration associated with optimization strategies (flow equalization, DO setpoints
reduction, etc.). One of the modelled strategies was validated at full-scale and confirmed the
potential of targeted DO setpoint decrease to reduce energy footprint and optimize treatment
capacity. When the setpoint was decreased in the first aerobic section of a WRRF from 1.9 to 1.7
mg l-1, the aeration control system responded by redistributing the air supply along the tank length,
which resulted in up to 20% of savings for power demand as OTE% increased and excessive
aeration was minimized, maintaining effluent quality unvaried.
In chapter 3, a similar methodology based on off-gas monitoring is integrated with real-time
respirometric measurements. This allowed to profile process parameters along the tank length and
highlight the space-time variability. The biomass respirometric rates were coupled with water
quality analysis to define loading ratio between oxygen demand and oxygen requirements, settling
characteristics and aeration efficiency indicators. Two WRRFs with different size and secondary
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treatment layout (single feed, step-feed) were investigated with a multi-points sampling campaign
to quantify time and spatial variability of process parameters under dynamic conditions.
Results showed how a correlation between biomass respirometric rates and oxygen transfer
efficiency could allow to predict aeration efficiency independently from site-specific data sets.
Moreover, by coupling off-gas and respirometric measurements, the calculation of oxygen uptake
rate can be performed independently and provide additional insights on the process conditions. A
methodology to characterize the dynamics of aerobic processes in secondary treatment and suggest
optimization strategies is proposed. This would support operative decision-making, improve the
accuracy of process dynamics modelling, provide information about diffusers maintenance
schedule, blowers operations and could be adopted for process control, model calibration and
design of secondary treatment.
Following is a summary of the process state variables proposed for characterization,
modelling, design and control of the secondary treatment. In Table 1.1 different testing
methodologies are proposed to diagnose process conditions and evaluate process performances. In
Table 1.2 is summarized a set of rules to be implemented for process control, as a soft-sensor alarm
to detect process criticalities, evaluate long-term predictions for maintenance (diffusers cleaning)
and equipment selection.
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Table 1.1 - Summary of testing methodologies.

Methodology

Application

Sampling

Measured
variables

Static off-gas
(ASCE 1997)

Aeration tank
mapping

>2% of the aerated surface

Air flow rate, air
flux
Dissolved oxygen
O2% process air
CO2% process air

Dynamic offgas

Process dynamics
characterization

1 position mid-tank; 2 positions
preferred in case of variable
diffusers density and air supply
(influent, mid-tank)

Air flow rate, air
flux
Dissolved oxygen
O2% process air
CO2% process air

On-line
respirometry
(with grab
samples for
water quality
analysis)

Loading
conditions
characterization

2 positions preferred in case of
variable DO setpoints over the
tank length

Dissolved oxygen
MLSS
MLVSS
COD
NH3-N

Standard
methods for
TSS
Power
metering

Biomass
characterization

RAS

Power demand
dynamic
characterization

1 meter per blower, if possible

MLSS
MLVSS
MCRT
Voltage, current

9

Results
αSOTE%
- SOTR
- OUR
- BHP (Adiabatic
formula, kW)
- SAE
- αSOTE%
- SOTR
- OUR
- BHP (Adiabatic
formula, kW)
- SAE
- sOUR for carbon
oxidation
- sOUR for
nitrification
Half-velocity
coefficients ksCox and
ksNH3-N
- Min ATU inhibiting
concentration ATUmin
-

-

MLVSS/MLSS,
f(MCRT)
- kW
- kWh
- kVAR

Historical data

Tank avg:
- <αSOTE%>
- <SOTR>
- <OURoff-gas>
- <kW>
- <SAE>
Hourly avg per sampling position:
- <αSOTE%>
- <SOTR>
- <OUR>
- <kW>
- <SAE>
Hourly avg per sampling position:
- <sOUR Cox>
- <sOUR Nitr.>
- <ksCox>
- <ksNH3-N>
- <ATUmin>

Monthly avg:
- <MCRT>
- <MLVSS/MLSS>
Hourly avg:
- <kW>
- <kWh>
- <kVAR>

Table 1.2 - Summary of logic rules for process control.

Real-time
variable

Historical avg for
comparison

New output
variable

Constraints

Time-scale

Recalculate air
flow rate

<SAE>

~ 2 hours

Recalculate DOspt

<SAE>, <SOTR>

~ 2 hours

<SOTR>

~ 1 hour

<SOTR>

~ 1 hour

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

~3 to 6 months

Process control

sOUR for Cox

<αSOTE%>
(Hourly avg)
<SOTR>
(Hourly avg)
<sOUR Cox>
(Hourly avg)

sOUR for Nitr.

<sOUR Nitr.>
(Hourly avg)

αSOTE%
SOTR

Recalculate air
flow rate
Recalculate DOspt
Recalculate air
flow rate
Recalculate DOspt
Maintenance schedule

αSOTE%
SAE
kW

<αSOTE%>
(Tank, hourly avg)
<SAE>
(Tank, hourly avg)
<kW>

Estimate fouling
effect

Biomass characterization
sOUR for Cox
sOUR for Nitr.

< ksCox >
(Tank, hourly avg)
< ksNH3-N.>
(Tank, hourly avg)

ksCox
ksNH3-N

ATU dosage

<ATUmin>

New inhibiting
ATU
<ATUmin>

MLSS, MLVSS
MCRT

<MLVSS/MLSS>
<MCRT>

Optimal MCRT
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Variation in
biomass
composition
(Nitrifiers,
heterotroph)
Optimal
nitrification rate

~ 3 <MCRT>
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2.

Oxygen transfer and plant-wide energy assessment of primary
screening in WRRFs*

* A modified version of this chapter is published in the 91st Annual WEFTEC conference
proceedings, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, October 2018 and is in review on Water
Environment Research.
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2.1 Abstract

Primary screening is gaining interest as a method to minimize aeration requirements while
maximizing carbon harvesting for biogas production. Aeration efficiency indicators in a pilot
sequential batch reactor (SBR) and a full-scale water resource recovery facility (WRRF) were
investigated after the implementation of rotating belt filters/screens (RBF). In order to compare
the impact between screened (350 µm) and non-screened primary influent, two identical treatment
lines were monitored using off-gas and respirometric measurements. The study provides the first
result on improved oxygen transfer efficiency due to primary sieving. Consistent aeration
efficiency improvements of 27% and 20% between filter and non-screened were obtained at pilot
and full-scale, respectively. Changes in aeration efficiency and carbon redirection were integrated
in a set of models to investigate the primary screening impact on the WRRF energy balance. While
the plant-wide assessment for different scenarios improved the energy balance up to 15%, a
detailed comparative analysis between different treatment schemes gained insight into the
advantages and limitations of the energetic sustainability of primary screening.
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2.2 Introduction

Enhanced primary treatment and carbon diversion plays a key role in emerging wastewater
treatment schemes where energy optimization and carbon management are of concern (Gori et al.
2011; Ho et al. 2017). Several wastewater microscreen technologies offering a higher degree of
primary treatment are gaining interest in water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) as a method
to minimize aeration requirements while maximizing carbon diversion ((Caliskaner et al. 2015);
(Ruiken et al. 2013)). Enhanced removal of particulate and colloidal fractions by filtration or
screen-based methods can result in operational savings in the downstream aerobic biological
processes by increasing the oxygen transfer efficiency, while allowing the recovery of energy in
the form of methane via anaerobic sludge treatment processes ((Franchi and Santoro 2015);
(Ruiken et al. 2013)).
Primary filters (PF) and rotating belt filters/screens (RBF) are among those technologies using
cake filtration or screens as a method to increase the capture of suspended solids and organics.
Screening-based technologies usually combine the functions of particle removal as well as
thickening and dewatering in one unit process and can occupy one-tenth of the footprint of a
primary clarifier (Franchi and Santoro 2015). Due to the large pore size of the screens (usually
larger than 100m), they are not true filters and allow the passage of the smaller fraction of
colloids. However, their expected operating pressure drop is lower due to the larger size of the
pores and the consequent reduced hydrodynamic obstruction (Ruiken et al. 2013).
The main difference between PFs and RBFs is the medium pore size which will influence
the treatment performance and overall operational costs. While PFs achieves higher COD and TSS
removal by using a relatively small pore size (i.e., 5 to 10 micrometer), the RBF reaches lower
treatment removal due to the much larger size of the mesh pores (i.e., 100-500 µm;). In both cases,
17

TSS removal efficiency is significantly higher than the typical TSS removal (50-60%) obtained
with conventional primary clarifiers (Metcalf & Eddy 2014). PF achieves an overall 75-85% TSS
and 45-60% COD reduction (Caliskaner et al. 2014; 2015), whereas RBF achieves reductions of
20-40% TSS and 30-40% COD ((Taboada-Santos, Lema, and Carballa 2019); (Ho et al. 2017)).
In micro screen technologies, particles larger than the selected pore openings are
effectively separated, whereas smaller particles can also be retained as their effective pore size is
reduced by the retained material (especially cellulose) assembling as cake on the screen during
solid separation ((Tien 2012); (Degroot et al. 2015)). The removal of nutrients should be expected,
with a reported < 20% of nitrogen diversion from the primary sludge (DeGroot et al, 2015).
Nonetheless, chemical addition has the potential to double the performance of belt filters
((Taboada-Santos et al. 2019); (Daynouri-Pancino et al. 2018)).

2.2.1 Impact on biogas production

The enhanced primary settling provided by PF and RBF augments the quantity and quality
of the sludge diverted to digestion due to the increase in its energy value (Behera et al. 2018).
Harvesting higher COD content in primary sludge in comparison to waste activated sludge (WAS)
enables significant energy savings via carbon redirection (Caliskaner et al., 2014; Gori et al., 2013;
Gori et al, 2011). While the retention time in conventional clarifiers is reduced at peak loading
rates due the increased flow (with the concurrent reduction of primary sludge yield), primary
screening technologies increase the potential methane yield as their ability to separate solids is
independent of flow given that the screen rotational velocity is proportional to the applied head,
and hence, flow.
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Micro screens, when compared to gravity separation, offer the added advantage of carbon
management as they enable more flexible operations with influent variations. The capability to
adjust the loading condition by controlling the degree of COD and TSS removal before the
secondary treatment by primary screening is important to be able to address potential imbalances
in the C:N ratio of nitrifying/denitrifying systems. Adjusting RBF to lower BOD removal can
enhance process performance in carbon limited systems and reduce (or avoid) the use of an
external carbon source, while higher removals can be maximized under favourable conditions
(Rusten et al. 2016; Razafimanantsoa et al. 2014). The capability of introducing “on-demand” pretreatment would ensure denitrification in pinpointed circumstances as daily peaks of ammonia
return flow from dewatering, etc.

2.2.2 Impact on oxygen requirements

Aeration is an essential operation in water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) and is the
main contributor to plant power demand, dominating the process energy requirements with the
exclusion of site-specific pumping (Diego Rosso and Stenstrom 2006; Manel Garrido-Baserba et
al. 2017; WEF 2009; Diego Rosso and Shaw 2015). The oxygen transfer efficiency decreases from
its clean water value (SOTE, %) to process conditions (SOTE, %) because of the loading
conditions, among other co-related factors (i.e., surfactants, process characteristics, etc.), and this
decrease is quantified through the alpha-factor (US EPA, 1989; ASCE, 2007; Jiang et al., 2017;
Metcalf & Eddy, 2014; Stenstrom and Gilbert, 1981). Any effort to divert load from the secondary
treatment would result in the beneficial reduction of the plant energy usage (Rahman et al. 2017;
Gori et al. 2013). The decrease in total organic load following primary treatment (through gravity
or barrier separation) reduces the total amount of oxygen required for the treatment (Caliskaner et
19

al. 2015; Degroot et al. 2015; Ruiken et al. 2013). The expectation is that primary treatment via
barrier separation would increase oxygen transfer efficiency during the aerobic phase due to the
reduced organic load and selectively alter the organic load fraction by size exclusion independently
of the hydraulic load. Both phenomena are expected to decrease the electricity demand for aeration
in secondary treatment. On the other hand, the performance of primary settling depends on the
hydraulic loading, which implies lower separation efficiency at times of peak loading, which tend
to correspond to the highest peak power periods (Emami, Sobhani, and Rosso 2018).
Previous studies highlighted the potential of primary screening to increase the capture of
the less biodegradable (particulate) fraction, especially improving the entrapment of cellulosederived constituents (Paulsrud, Rusten, and Aas 2014; Ruiken et al. 2013). Altering the organics
fractionation (i.e., particulate, colloidal and soluble) by the implementation of barrier separation
technologies will impact the overall energy balance. A few studies estimate the increase in the
particulate fraction from 40% to 65% (Gupta 2018; Ahmed et al. 2019; Honda et al. 2002; Hurwitz
et al. 1961; Verachtert et al. 1982), potentially representing from 27% to 55% of the total COD
influent load. The improved removal of the slowly biodegradable COD fraction obtained by
primary barrier separation influences sludge production and characteristics (Ruiken et al. 2013;
Ahmed et al. 2019), and can result in lower specific sludge yield as compared to primary gravity
clarification (Ruiken et al. 2013).
Our study compared two parallel activated sludge treatment trains on pilot- and full- scale
reactors using off-gas and respirometric measurements. Our analysis on primary sieving and
oxygen transfer efficiency furthers our understanding of the role of primary treatment on plantwide process energy and helps improve existing process models.
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2.3 Materials and methods

2.3.1 Pilot-scale testing

Two identical sequencing batch reactors (SBR), with a total volume of 8.5 litres each and
a feeding volume of 3 litres, were used to measure the impact of primary screening on oxygen
transfer efficiency (Fig. 2.1). The two SBRs were fed with the activated sludge from WWRF1
(Southern California). Reactors were fully automated following a 6h treatment cycle designed to
replicate the stages of pre-denitrification and nitrification in WRRF2 (Aarle-Rixtel, Netherlands)
as well as maintain loading conditions (i.e., F/M ratio).
Screened line or barrier separation/sieving was performed with a 350 m filter mesh
modular system. The filter loading (l m-2 h-1) was selected to replicate the same barrier separation
performance installed at full-scale in WRRF2 (model SF200; Salsnes, Norway). Backwash was
carried out after the sieving phase to prevent excessive solid cake formation and guarantee
consistency in TSS and COD removal.
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Figure 2.1 - Pilot-scale experimental layout (SBRs).

-

Feeding (< 5 min): Each reactor was fed independently with municipal wastewater collected
from WRRF1. An aliquot of the feed was screened at the plant site with a custom-built sieving
system. The system was designed to simulate the removal performance offered by primary
screening (specific area/volume influent ratio, cake formation, etc.).

-

Pre - Anoxic (60 min): Once the reactors were filled to the desired level, complete mixing was
provided by an external recirculation centrifugal pump. To prevent the process monitoring
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and control sensors (T, pH, ORP, NH4+ and DO) from encumbering the reactor volume, they
were installed on the external recirculation line.
-

Aerobic (100 min): Air was delivered at a constant rate of 6 l min-1 through an automated
control strategy. Fine bubbles were intermittently released by an EPDM membrane diffuser
hosted in the bottom flange of each reactor to maintain an average dissolved oxygen
concentration. All probes were connected to a controller that managed the data logging and
implemented the aeration loop control based on dissolved oxygen low and high setpoint (i.e.,
IAP Intermittent Aeration Process). Fig. 2.2 shows the adopted control strategy which allowed
tracking oxygen accumulation and uptake rate during the aerobic phase.

-

Post-Anoxic (60 min): same as Pre-Anoxic.

-

Final Aerobic (30 min): same as Aerobic.

-

Waste (5 – 10 seconds): a pneumatic valve controlled by the PLC maintained the desired SRT.
This step of the SBRs occurred once per day when the sum of mixed liquor volumes had to be
removed from the reactor per each cycle. This was to ensure higher accuracy in the volume
removed as time-constant for the opening/closing of the valves was negligible compared to
the length of the operation (i.e, length of the mixed liquor withdrawal).

-

Settling (15 – 30 min).

-

Effluent draw (1 – 2 min): the supernatant was drawn through a pipe installed in the centre of
the reactor. The drawing depth (about 2/3 of the total) was designed to collect a volume
equivalent to the influent and maintain laminar conditions in the reactor to avoid biomass
resuspension.

-

Idle (30 – 60 min).
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Figure 2.2 - Aeration control loop characteristics. The DO sensor was coupled with a PLC
controller allowing to perform the corresponding measurements with shown respirometric pattern
(accumulation, uptake).

2.3.2 Full-scale Water Resource Recovery Facilities

WRRF1 is located in Southern California and treats municipal wastewater for reclamation.
It is designed for a maximum capacity of 3.4x103 m3 d-1 (9MGD) but is currently operated at
approximately 1.9x103 m3 d-1 (5.1 MGD). The treatment process is composed of preliminary
separation, primary clarification, secondary treatment, tertiary filtration, and disinfection.
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Secondary treatment is operated in the Ludzack-Ettinger configuration with solids retention time
of 5 to 8 days and nitrification/denitrification. The biosolids from primary and secondary treatment
are dewatered and directed to anaerobic digestion.
WRRF2 is located in the southern region of the Netherlands and is designed for a peak
capacity of 3.8x105 m3 d-1 (100 MGD) and an average flow of approximately 6x103 m3 d-1
(16MGD). Following preliminary separation, the flow was split between two lines, one with a
primary screen (Salsnes Model #, 350 µm), and one fed unscreened influent. The secondary
process has two identical lines following the Modified University of Cape Town (MUCT)
configuration (Fig. 2.3). As shown in Fig. 2.3, the circular reactor consists of three zones: the
central compartment is anaerobic (3.5x103 m3), the middle is anoxic (3.2x103 m3), and outer is
aerobic (1.3x104 m3). Wastewater enters the aeration compartment through low-level openings
between the anoxic and aerobic zones, then transiting around the centre until reaching the outlet
chamber level located at the outer side of the tank. The sludge lines from the two parallel trains
are segregated, thereby making these two lines de facto independent treatment plants. Due to the
elevated surface velocity and the impossibility of performing off-gas throughout the entire aerated
surface, 17 sampling locations were selected for each treatment line, representing approximately
2% of the total aerated area.
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Figure 2.3 - On the left, an aerial view of the off-gas sampling positions along the aerated zones
of WRRF2 secondary treatment tank is shown. On the right, it is shown a section of the tank with
deployed off-gas test apparatus.

2.3.3 OUR calculations

Biomass activity or biomass volumetric oxygen consumption rate, related to the oxidation
of organic matter, was estimated by the oxygen uptake rate (OUR). Two different approaches were
adopted: OUR was derived from off-gas results following the standard ASCE method and
independently measured by respirometric testing.
The OUR was calculated from the off-gas measurements following the standard ASCE
method (ASCE 1997). The first method was applied to a completely mixed aeration tank and the
dissolved oxygen mass balance was determined by the following equation:

𝐝𝐃𝐎
𝐝𝐭

(𝐃𝐎𝐢𝐧 −𝐃𝐎)

=[

𝐭∗

] + 𝐤 𝐋 𝐚𝐟 (𝐃𝐎∗∽𝟐𝟎 − 𝐃𝐎) − 𝐎𝐔𝐑
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(1)

where 𝑡 ∗ = detention time = V/Q and Q = total flow rate = Qinf + Qrec

By setting dc/dt equal to zero in Equation 1, the steady state solution relates the oxygen uptake
rate (OUR) in the aeration tank, to the oxygen transfer coefficient and the steady state deficit:

𝑶𝑼𝑹 =

(𝑪𝐢𝐧 −𝑪)
𝒕∗

+ 𝒌𝑳 𝒂𝒇 (𝑪∗∽𝟐𝟎 − 𝐂) =

(𝑪𝐢𝐧 −𝑪)
𝒕∗

+ 𝐎𝐓𝐑/𝐕

(2)

where c = reactor concentration and dc/dt = 0

When DO does not change within the time window of the measurement, eq. 2 becomes an equality
between OUR and the oxygen transfer per unit volume.

Oxygen Uptake Rate via respirometry was instead performed in absence of oxygen in the influent,
where the equation (2) simplifies in:
𝒅𝑪
𝒅𝒕

= − 𝑶𝑼𝑹

(3)

where 𝑡 ∗ = Aeration TIME ON

2.3.4 Plant-wide evaluation framework for carbon diversion
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To gain insight into the economic sustainability of deploying barrier separation
technologies and to extend the analysis of primary treatment and carbon diversion to a plant-wide
framework, four models representing the main primary treatment alternatives were developed.
Two of the models represented the most traditional process flow diagrams (or layouts) in WRRFs
and were used as benchmark baselines (Fig. 2.4). The first one followed the site-specific layout
from the full-scale plant under study where no primary treatment was considered. This process
flow diagram is often found in those scenarios with low TSS in the influent. To facilitate the
comparison with other process flow diagrams, a conventional gravity primary clarifier was
included in the second model. Two further models were developed to quantify and compare the
energy requirements between primary treatment alternatives. One of the models considered the
implementation of barrier separation technologies as primary treatment, while the other model
considered a scenario where barrier and gravity separation were operated simultaneously. As
barrier separation can modify its level of performance depending on the treatment goals, operations
with solid removal ranging from 30% (low) to 60% (high) were investigated.
To replicate the WRRF2 full-scale layout, each scenario considered two treatment lines in
parallel. The receiving influent was equally split between the two treatment lines composed of
primary screening/clarification, secondary treatment, secondary clarification, and dewatering. For
all the scenarios, primary and secondary sludge was directed to anaerobic digesters for energy
recovery through combined heat and power (CHP) engines using anaerobically produced biogas.
The energy recovery from CHP engines was assumed to be 33% of the process energy
requirements (Reith, Mes, and Stams 2003).

Summary of models studied:
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▪

Model #1 –Baseline: No clarifiers

▪

Model #2 –Baseline: Two primary gravity clarifiers

▪

Model #3: Two primary sieves

▪

Model #4: One primary sieve and one primary gravity clarifier

Two different flow rates were considered: medium 6x103 m3 d-1 (16 MGD) and large 3.8x105 m3
d-1 (100 MGD).
Model #4 represents the actual process flow diagram of WRRF2. To maximize the benefits of
primary screening, three different operational strategies were evaluated: primary screening in
continuous operation (24h), primary screening operating only during peak hours (8h), and primary
screening operating during off-peak hours (16h). These results are investigated in §2.4.
These strategies were aimed at quantifying the potential of employing on-demand primary
separation to abate organic load peaks in the influent (Qin = Qmax) and during average loading
conditions (Qin = Qavg). For each operational strategy, three levels of screening performance were
assigned to barrier separation (20%, 40% and 60%), as dependency between the TSS% removal
and TSS concentration in the influent was assessed by Franchi et al (2012). Thus, a range of TSS
removal was preferred to a single value to better mimic different dilutions in TSS concentration
during wet periods.
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PRIMARY TREATMENT
MODEL #

TRAIN #1

TRAIN #2

1

None

None

2

Clarifier

Clarifier

3

Screen

Screen

4

Screen

Clarifier

Figure 2.4 - Model schematic with different primary treatment configurations. The plant
composed by 2 treatment trains was modelled with 4 different layouts. Flow diagrams for primary
clarification and screening are also shown.
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2.3.5 Off-gas testing

An automated analyser sampled the off-gas leaving the liquid surface of the full-scale
reactor and the SBR pilots, thereby calculating aeration efficiency indicators during the aerobic
phase. The partial pressure of oxygen in the gas stream was measured by a ZrO2 cell (Model 65,
AmiO2; Fountain Valley, CA). Oxygen transfer in process conditions was measured using the offgas method following the ASCE testing protocol (ASCE, 1997). Off-gas analysis relies on a mass
balance on the water column where the air flow is transiting, measuring both the oxygen partial
pressure (pO2, Pa or atm) and the air flux (Redmond et al. 1992; Schuchardt et al. 2007a). These
two variables, together with the measurement of DO, salinity, total atmospheric pressure P, and
temperature T, are used for the calculation of the standardized oxygen transfer efficiency at field
conditions (SOTE, %), the standardized oxygen transfer rate at field conditions (SOTR, kgO2
h-1), and the calculation of their respective air flow-weighted averages. The off-gas test assumes
that nitrogen is conservative and requires either the measurement or removal of moisture and CO2
in the gas phase. Here we removed moisture and CO2 with pellets of CaSO4 (CAS No. 7778-189) and NaOH (CAS No. 1310-73-2). When clean water tests are available,  can be calculated a
posteriori as the ratio of SOTE and SOTE. SOTE values were obtained from the corresponding
diffuser manufacturers.
2.3.6 Water quality
TSS was measured according to the standard methods (APHA 2005). COD was determined
using Hach® kits (Loveland, CO).
2.3.7 Statistics
Statistical significance was determined with an unpaired t-test.
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2.4 Results and discussion

The COD and TSS removal were measured both after the primary filtration/screening and
after the secondary treatment (secondary effluent). After primary screening, COD and TSS
removals by barrier separation equipment were 34.9±9% and 50±17%, respectively. Similar values
were obtained at full-scale (30±4% and 42±9%, respectively; see supplementary information).
These removals are in accordance with Franchi et al. (2012) who, after sampling more than 11
weeks of pilot-scale operations using primary barrier separation, reported TSS with a similar mesh
(350 µm) removals ranging from 30 to 65%. As expected, after the secondary aeration treatment,
COD and TSS removal efficiencies almost doubled (Figs.2.5a and 2.5b). The screened pilot scale
SBR consistently showed higher COD and TSS removal (81±7.1% and 84±5.7%, respectively) in
comparison to unscreened (58.7±6.1% and 65±7.4%, respectively), showing a relative
improvement of 27.4% and 22.7%. Similar improvements in removal efficiency should be
expected at full-scale, as similar removal percentages after the RBF were observed. However, at
the time of testing, the two aeration tanks at the full-scale WRRF were operated differently as air
flow rate requirements were calculated based on influent ammonia and phosphorous. Hence, the
different aeration requirements satisfied by the different air flow rates supplied to the two tanks
resulted in negligible differences in COD and TSS removal at the secondary effluent between
screened (92±6.2% % and 96±4.8%, respectively) and non-screened (92.5±6.1% and 96.9±6.8%,
respectively), hindering the comparison of the impact of the enhanced removal of COD and TSS
between the screened and no-screened treatment line at full-scale.
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Figure 2.5a - COD removals after secondary treatment with an SBR, obtained after 30 days in
operation for the process line with primary screening (red) and for the process line without primary
treatment (grey).

Figure 2.5b - TSS removals after secondary treatment with an SBR, obtained after 30 days in
operation for the process line with primary screening (red) and for the process line without primary
treatment (grey).
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2.4.1 Impact of primary screening on oxygen requirements for aeration

The beneficial effect of primary screening on the reduction of aeration requirements was
calculated for pilot and full-scale to quantify the net decrease in organic load to be oxidized in the
aeration tank. Results confirmed that the oxygen requirements for the secondary treatment could
be reduced in screened lines by almost 41% for the pilot reactor and by more than 32% for the fullscale. The daily oxygen demand over 30 days of operation for the pilot reactor is shown in Figs.
2.6a and 2.6b, where the reduction in oxygen requirements from 1.62±0.4 KgDO d-1 for the nonscreened line to 0.98±0.2 KgDO d-1 for the screened line were estimated. Similarly, oxygen
requirements at full scale were significantly reduced from the screened line (1108±143 KgDO d-1)
to the non-screened line (750±54 KgDO d-1) in the first aerobic section of secondary tank.

Figure 2.6a - Cumulative daily supplied oxygen for the sequential batch reactor, expressed in kg
of oxygen supplied per day, for the 30 days in operation at pilot scale.
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Figure 2.6b - Oxygen requirements for the first aerated section of the secondary treatment at
WRRF#2, expressed in kg of oxygen supplied per day, for the 30 days in operation at pilot scale.

2.4.2 Impact of primary screening on oxygen uptake rate (OUR)

Respirometric studies were conducted to confirm the impact of carbon diversion on microbial
activity after primary sieving. The OUR by the bacterial population was measured to investigate
how the different loading conditions induced by primary screening influence bacterial activity. To
enable the comparison between pilot and full-scale processes, the daily specific OUR over 30 days
of operation is expressed per unit of MLSS. Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show a reduction in the oxygen
uptake rate up to 35±8% and 44±6.2% for screened lines at pilot and full-scale, respectively. As
expected, the lower loading conditions after primary screening decreased the activity of the
microbial population. The pilot reactor experienced a reduction from 8.2±1.2 mg DO g MLSS-1 h1

(non-screened) to 5.3±1.4 mg DO g MLSS-1 h-1 (screened). At full scale, a similar reduction was
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observed with OUR decreasing from 13.1±3.1 mg DO g MLSS-1 h-1 for non-screened line to
7.3±2.7 mg DO g MLSS-1 h-1 for screened line.
Monitoring the OUR along the length of the aeration tank provided additional insights.
While a decreasing OUR along the tanks is usually expected, as the organic load is being
progressively metabolized by microbial biomass, the specific full-scale process characteristics
resulted in an unusual increasing trend for both treatment lines in the first aerobic section of the
secondary tank (Fig. 2.7b). Specific hydraulic conditions on reactors (circular geometry and high
liquid velocity) and an unexpected spatial proximity between the influent and effluent points are
considered the main reasons for this trend. Negligible differences in the second aerobic zone were
found between the specific OUR for non-screened (10.5±3.3 mg DO g MLSS-1 h-1 ) and screened
lines (9.6±1.7 mg DO g MLSS-1 h-1). A similar result was observed for oxygen transfer efficiency
where 1.23±0.19 %/ft for non-screened and 1.26±0.35 %/ft for screened were measured. This
confirmed the positive effect of the anoxic selector on oxygen transfer (Iranpour et al. 2000; Diego
Rosso and Stenstrom 2007), resulting in more homogenous loading conditions between the
screened and non-screened line in the second aerobic zone.
Recent studies have employed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a tool to investigate
the uneven distribution of oxygen demand and air delivery (Amaral et al. 2019; Fayolle et al. 2007;
Karpinska et al. 2016). Future studies, especially on circular tanks characterized by such high
velocity gradients with their consequent effects on oxygen transfer should include CFD
investigations to elucidate the effects of inlet and outlet placements on the oxygen demand patterns
and on the layout of air supply (i.e., diffuser type and density).
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Figure 2.7a - Specific OUR Pilot-scale measurements during the aeration phase were averaged
from 30 days in operations. The OUR (oxygen uptake rate) is expressed in mg dissolved oxygen
per gram of mixed liqueur suspended solids per hour.
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Figure 2.7b - Specific OUR along the full-scale aeration tank length is shown. The OUR (oxygen
uptake rate) is expressed in mg dissolved oxygen per gram of mixed liqueur suspended solids per
hour.

2.4.3 Impact of primary screening on oxygen transfer efficiency

The results from off-gas testing consistently showed an increase in oxygen transfer
efficiency for screened lines (both pilot and full-scale) due to the lower loading conditions
achieved after sieving (Fig. 2.8). The results are in agreement with previous studies (Leary et
al.1968; Amaral, 2019). The screened line at the pilot reactor resulted in an oxygen transfer 40±3%
higher (3.18 ±0.63 %/m) in relative comparison to the non-screened (2.27 ± 0.58 %/m). The
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improvement in transfer efficiency could have been maximized due to the specific dimensions and
layout of the pilot reactor. Full-scale results also produced an improved efficiency, although the
complexity of hydraulics and other processes characteristics limited the improvement in SOTE
to 14±4%, in relative comparison between screened and non-screened. The screened line at fullscale reported an efficiency of 3.82±1.12 %/m for the first 60 meters in length (before the anoxic
area) while than the non-screened was 4.26±0.95 %/m.

Figure 2.8 – Standard oxygen transfer efficiency in process water (SOTE) for both screened and
non-screened processes corresponding to pilot-scale (orange) and full-scale (blue) reactors. Pilotscale measurements on SBRs are averages of 30 days of operation and are plotted against the time
elapsed in the aeration cycle (bottom X axis). Measurements at full-scale are plotted against the
top X axis, which represents the hydraulic retention time of the aeration tank.
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2.4.4 Impact of primary screening on aeration efficiency

Aeration efficiency (AE) was also calculated to confirm the improvement in aeration
efficiency indicators. This is defined as the ratio between Oxygen transfer rate (OTR, kg O2transf h1

) and blower energy demand (kWh) derived from the adiabatic formula (Metcalf & Eddy 2014)

and hence expressed in kilogram of oxygen supplied per kWh of energy required
(KgO2supplied/kWh). As expected, screened treatment lines obtained higher AE values, increasing
their efficiency in more than 27% in the case of pilot reactors and close to 20% within the first
aerobic section at the full-scale (Figures 2.9a and 2.9b).
The daily aeration efficiency over 30 days of operation for the pilot reactor is shown in Fig.
2.9a, demonstrating an increase in the capacity to deliver higher amount of oxygen per kWh from
0.28±0.04 KgDO kWh-1 for the non-screened line to 0.22±0.05 KgDO kWh-1 for the screened line.
Similarly, AE at full scale was significantly increased from the screened line (1.02±0.14 KgDO
kWh-1) to the non-screened line (1.23±0.11 KgDO kWh-1), shown in Fig.2.9b. The results
demonstrated the beneficial effect of primary screening on aeration efficiency during secondary
aerobic treatment.
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Figure 2.9a - Daily average aeration efficiency, expressed in kWh per kg of oxygen transferred,
for the pilot-scale during 30 days in operation.

Figure 2.9b - Daily average aeration efficiency values during the 15 days full-scale testing,
expressed in kWh per kg of oxygen transferred, are shown.
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2.4.5 Plant-wide energy analysis: Operating Strategies for WRRF2

The results from the previous oxygen transfer efficiency characterization were used to
improve the prediction capabilities of available models on wastewater treatment. The reported
values from the carbon diversion and aeration efficiency achieved after primary screening (Table
1) were applied to a plant model developed in BioWin 5.2 (EnviroSim; Hamilton, ON) to
determine the estimated impact on the energy balance and identify the most cost-effective
operating scenario for WRRF2. In Figs. 2.10a and 2.10b, the baseline (unscreened column)
represents WRRF2 having no primary treatment in either line, while for the other scenarios
primary screening is implemented on only one line (with assumed TSS removals of 20%, 40% and
60%). The analysis regarding the impact of having both lines operated under barrier separation,
gravity clarifiers, or a combination of both is explored in the following section (§2.4.8). The net
energy demand was calculated considering the difference between produced energy through biogas
generation and process energy demand, following the rational procedure from Gori et al (2011).
We considered here the energy demand from primary, secondary, and sludge treatment, but not
pumping which is the same for both lines and is heavily site-specific (not process specific).
Table 2.1 - Summary of results for pre-screened and non-screened treatment line.

Pilot-scale SBR
Full-scale (only 1st

COD

TSS removal

SOTE

AE

sOUR

OTR

removal (%)

(%)

(%/ft)

(kgO2 kWh-1)

(mgO2 gMLSS-1 h-1)

(kg O2 d-1)

+28.4

+22.7

+40

+27

-35

-40.1

nil

nil

+15

+20

-44

-32.3

nil

nil

+10

+10

-28

-21

aerobic section)

Full-scale (All tank)
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Figure 2.10a – Net power demand for the different operational strategies of primary treatment at the 38,00 m3/day (10MGD) WRRF.
Power demand is the sum of secondary aeration requirements, RBF equipment, dewatering process and sludge disposal (i.e., xx and
land application). Power production is estimated from the methane generation at the anaerobic digester.
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Figure 2.10b – Net power demand for the different operational strategies of primary treatment at the 380,000 m3/day (100MGD) WRRF.
Power demand is the sum of secondary aeration requirements, RBF equipment, dewatering process and sludge disposal (i.e., xx and
land application). Power production is estimated from the methane generation at the anaerobic digester.
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Primary clarifiers usually operate within a narrow removal range of BOD (35-42%) and
TSS (60-65%), dictated by the HRT (Metcalf & Eddy, 2014). Barrier separation systems, on the
other hand, can compensate the variations in flow by adjusting their rotational speed to achieve
different levels of TSS and COD removals using proper control systems(Franchi and Santoro
2015). Avoiding excessive carbon diversion in primary separations is usually recommended when
downstream biological processes are present (i.e., bio-P, N/DN) to prevent the excessive scalping
of carbon substrates that otherwise results in a need for supplemental carbon (WRF et al. 2019).
The opposite goal can be targeted when biogas production needs to be maximized (Gori et al,
2013; Razafimanantsoa et al., 2014; Rusten et al., 2016). Taking into account the capability to
adjust the removal efficiency in RBFs systems, three different scenarios representing three
potential desired objectives for operations were considered (20%, 40% and 60% TSS removal).
Figure 10 shows that aeration is the highest contributor in the overall energy demand, representing
around 70-75% of the total energy requirements, which is in accordance to existing knowledge
(Reardon, 1995; Rosso et al., 2005; WEF, 2009).
Energy requirements for aeration decrease as the established percentage of removal in the
RBF increases (from 20 to 60% scenarios), confirming the modelling results by Gori et al (2011;
2013). The organics that otherwise would be oxidized by costly aeration are now being redirected
to the anaerobic digester, benefiting the plant’s energy balance. The organic-rich primary sludge
diversion to the anaerobic digester had twofold benefits: increasing the amount of primary sludge
to energy recovery processes (anaerobic digester), which can yield 30-50% more methane than
secondary sludge (Appels et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2013; Takacs and Vanrolleghem, 2006; Gori et
al, 2011), and also increasing the aeration efficiency during the secondary treatment, improving
the oxygen mass transfer indicator () due to the lower organics concentrations (Jiang et al., 2017).
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Solids disposal represents the second most energy demanding process (10% of the total
energy requirements). Nevertheless, it has a limited role in the comparative scenario analysis as
little variability between scenarios is observed. Although the sludge characteristics varies
significantly along the different scenarios, as increasing the fraction of primary sludge by enhanced
removal from barrier separation impacts sludge characteristics (e.g., biodegradability and methane
potential), little impact is expected regarding the total volume of biosolids. The increase in
harvested primary sludge by primary screening is balanced by the concurrent decrease in
secondary sludge, as biomass growth is being limited. Also, the increased methane yield of primary
sludge further reduced the VSS in the biosolids.
Barrier separation equipment is associated with energy requirements almost ten times
higher than traditional clarifiers (Caliskaner et al. 2015; 2014; Franchi and Santoro 2015).
However, although primary screening equipment is the third main contributor to the plant’s energy
demand, especially for those scenarios with longer operation times (i.e., continuous: 24h; Offpeak:18h and On-peak:6h), the overall costs never exceeded 5%, having limited impact on the
overall energy balance. Note that in this analysis we do not include capital cost which would tip
the balance against clarifiers if they had to be built anew. The existence of clarifiers already
constructed and operational, on the other hand, would pose a constraint in the life-cycle cost
analysis of these alternatives. Therefore, a thorough analysis for engineering projects involving
these alternatives for primary separation should also include capital costs.
Also, the relatively high operational costs in comparison to gravity clarifiers are further
compensated by the enhanced production of biogas. Dewatering presents the lowest energy
requirements among the considered processes, ranging from 2% to 6%. Similar to the sludge
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disposal process, the minor changes in total sludge volume do not vary the contributor weight
along scenarios.
Figures 10a and 10b show that the highest reduction in net energy demand was obtained
for those scenarios with higher TSS removal by the RBF. Independently of the established
percentage of removal in screening, the use of a fine-mesh improved the net energy demand in all
scenarios, confirming that barrier separation is a cost-effective approach for these scenarios.
The duty cycle of screens is key to the overall energy balance for the different operating strategies
under study. The continuous operating strategy of screens (24h/d) resulted in the lowest net energy
demand alternative, reducing energy footprint of 14%, 33% 47% for the established TSS removal
ratios of 20, 40 and 60% in relative comparison to the non-primary scenario. The effect of
harvesting the peak load for a 6h/d period, which was expected to reduce circadian amplification
of energy cost discussed by Emami et al (2017), did not compensate the longer period of 18h
established for the Off-peak operating strategy.

2.4.6 Plant-wide energy analysis: Screens vs Clarifiers (and combined option)

The assessment of plant-wide energy was carried out by comparing four treatment
schemes: 1) No primary treatment (baseline used in the previous section); 2) Use of gravity
clarifiers (new baseline); 3) Combination of primary clarifiers with screens; 4) Screens as sole
primary treatment. The influence of plant size on the analysis was quantified by replicating the
assessment with a ten-fold increase in design flow.
As previously discussed, the capability to adjust the loading conditions before the secondary
treatment by barrier separation technologies is important to address potential imbalances in the
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C:N ratio of nitrifying/denitrifying systems. If the maximization of carbon diversion from primary
to sludge processing is prioritized (i.e. high TSS removal from screening), the suppression of
denitrification in secondary treatment can occur if carbon is limiting substrate. Conversely,
reducing screening separation to decrease the BOD removal (i.e. low TSS removal) can enhance
denitrification in carbon-limited systems and reduce (or avoid) the use of supplemental carbon in
secondary treatment. Additionally, whereas wet periods lead to a dilution effect of the influent,
lower TSS removal may be achieved from primary screening as solids are insufficient for the
creation of cake on the filter mesh (Santoro et al. 2015). Thus, for the plant-wide energy analysis,
we considered the technical and economic feasibility of using barrier separation at two different
TSS removal rates of 30% and 60%.
The comparison between the scenario without any type of primary treatment and primary
barrier separation operated at 30% and 60% decreased energy demand by 44% and 73%, and the
aeration operational costs by 22% and 36%. These results are similar to previous studies where
RBF operated to remove 50% of the incoming TSS reported a decrease in power consumption
ranging from 22 to 28% when compared to a no primary treatment scenario (Franchi and Santoro
2015). Similar results were found by Ruiken et al. (2013) who stated that the energy usage of a
WRRF could be decreased by at least 40% using primary sieving/screening. Figures 2.11a and
2.11b yielded similar trends between the studied scenarios. For the case of large treatment plants
(3.8x105 m3 d-1; Fig. 2.11b), the implementation of primary screening resulted in significantly
higher savings on the net energy demand in relative comparison to the medium-scale plant (3.8x10
3

m3 d-1). While medium plant size with full and partial screening implementation (at 60% TSS

removal) improved the plant-wide net energy demand in comparison to primary clarifiers by 8%
and 1%, respectively, the larger plant scenario increased this difference to 11% and 6%
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respectively. The large plant scenario also showed the most significant improvements when
compared to the non-primary treatment option which results from the favourable economy of scale,
especially in anaerobic digestion (M. Garrido-Baserba et al. 2015).
Figures 2.11a and 2.11b demonstrate that using screening as sole primary separation is
considered the less energy-demanding alternative throughout the range of targeted TSS removal.
The combination of clarifiers and RBF technology did not yield noteworthy higher savings in the
high TSS removal scenario in comparison to primary clarifiers. Nevertheless, the application of
site-specific operational strategies taking advantage of the potential to bypass organic loads during
peak hours by shaving the concurrent cost due to circadian amplification may potentially decrease
aeration costs.
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Figure 2.11a - Power demand and power production for different types of primary treatment
schemes in a 38,000 m3/day (10MGD) WRRF. Power demand is the sum of secondary aeration
requirements, RBF equipment, dewatering process and sludge disposal. Power production is
estimated from the methane generation at the anaerobic digester.
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Figure 2.11b - Power demand and power production for different types of primary treatment
schemes in a 380,000 m3/day (100MGD) WRRF. Power demand is the sum of secondary aeration
requirements, RBF equipment, dewatering process and sludge disposal. Power production is
estimated from the methane generation at the anaerobic digester.
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2.5 Summary and conclusions

Off-gas and respirometric measurement were performed in two parallel and identical
aerobic biological treatments: one pilot and one at full-scale to study the impact of primary
screening on the subsequent secondary operations on plant-wide energy balance. For both cases of
pilot and full-scale, one line was fed with screened influent and the other with unscreened raw
influent to investigate the difference in oxygen demand and transfer efficiency due to selective
removal of a solid fraction of the influent organics. From our results it can be concluded that the
screening of the influent by barrier separation not only decreases the overall organic load to be
oxidized by the secondary biomass, but also positively influences oxygen transfer with benefits
for the overall WRRF energy balance. Our study is the first independent report on the effects of
oxygen transfer efficiency through primary screening. Consistent aeration efficiency
improvements between filter and non-screened of 27% and 20% were obtained at pilot- and fullscale, respectively. Changes in aeration efficiency and carbon redirection were embedded in
process models to investigate the primary screening impact on the WRRF energy balance. While
the plant-wide assessment for different scenarios improved the energy balance up to 15%, a
detailed comparative analysis between different treatment schemes gained insight into the
advantages and limitations of the energetic sustainability of the use of primary screening. Future
studies should consider a cost-benefit analysis of the potential for excessive carbon redirection on
the need for supplemental carbon in denitrification. Also, the effect of capital cost on the overall
life-cycle cost of these comparative scenarios should be included in future analyses.
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3.1 Abstract

Water sanitation is transitioning from mere treatment to more sustainable approaches based
on resource recovery and aiming to energy neutrality. Activated sludge (AS) processes are
commonly adopted by Water Resource Recovery Facilities (WRRFs) to perform the treatment and
comply to discharge limits. Generally, dated plant design and equipment result in limited
operational elasticity to respond to varying loading conditions, ultimately increasing cost of
treatment and GHG emissions. Despite energy optimization measures have been largely evaluated
for AS processes through static and dynamic simulations, few are the full-scale applications
reported in literature. Hence, the goal of the study is to quantify the energy savings associated with
DO reduction at full-scale and demonstrate the importance of incorporating site-specific constrains
to enhance model accuracy.
A yearlong characterization of aeration dynamics at full-scale WRRF enabled to quantify
the effect of process fluctuations and evaluate optimization strategies, showing potential savings
for cost of aeration up to 20% could be achieved ensuring effluent quality. A full-scale validation
confirmed the predicted savings, demonstrating the beneficial effect of DO reduction on cost for
aeration and the strong influence of operative choices and site-specific conditions (control strategy,
loading conditions, influent flow variability, etc) on energy efficiency for aeration.
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3.2 Introduction
Conventional wastewater treatment plants are transitioning towards water resource
recovery facilities (WRRFs). The technification of the century-old process of activated sludge
(AS) is required to enhance the sustainability of WRRFs operations and shift from an oftenregarded inefficient use of resources and energy into a key element in the future of water
management, seeking to close the water cycle by an efficient use of resources such as water,
energy, and chemicals (Grant et al. 2012; van Loosdrecht and Brdjanovic 2014; Sedlak 2014). In
WRRFs, aeration is a necessary operation and its efficiency in providing the required level of
dissolved oxygen determines the WRRF economic and environmental sustainability (Rosso 2018).
The energy demand required to ensure the process oxygen requirements often exceeds half of the
total process energy demand ((Reardon 1995); (Rosso, Larson, and Stenstrom 2008)). In this
context, the optimization of the aeration process has gained a lot of attention given its potential to
reduce the process energy demand (Åmand et al., 2013; Ingildsen and Olsson, 2015).
Technological developments since the 1970s and advances on modelling have played a key role
on the optimization of the energy use by AS processes, allowing the improvement of aeration
system design and operation. The ability to minimize peak power demand would ensure higher
stability to the electrical grid, reduce operational costs, and abate energy footprint and GHG
emissions (Olsson, 2015). A study concluded that a 1% shift in peak power demand would result
in savings of 3.9% (billions of dollars at the system level (Spees, 2008). The local power company
tariff structure prices can be almost 25% higher depending on the time of use in a plant with a ratio
of 4.2-fold (for air flow rate and energy consumption) from peak to minimum (Emami, 2018).
Nevertheless, many of the existing aeration systems lack the operational elasticity to efficiently
respond to diurnal variations of oxygen requirements due to dated design approaches and
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inadequate equipment. Historically, many WRRFs suffered from unnecessarily high air flows and
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations, which have been deemed detrimental from the point of
view of aeration efficiency (Åmand, Olsson, and Carlsson 2013) and ability to denitrify (Hodgson
et al. 2019). Commonly, during periods of higher organic loadings, the oxygen transfer efficiency
is not only decreased by the effects of the contaminants hindering the mass transfer from gas to
liquid phase, but also the combined net effect of air flow rate increase resulting in 1) formation of
larger bubbles, reduction of the surface to volume ratio; and 2) increased bubble rise velocity,
reducing the contact time for oxygen transfer. (Rosso 2018)
Several are the factors limiting the integration of new techniques to the operation of
existing plants. Above all, process stability to ensure effluent quality is prioritized over cost for
treatment. Hence, changes to existing process conditions are usually undesirable by plant operators
and over-aeration is usually selected to avoid non-compliance with effluent quality requirements.
Secondly, incorrectly designed or tuned automated controls embed the potential risk of detrimental
effects on the efficiency and lifespan of the aeration equipment, which can result in excessive
energy consumption and cost to start and stop the blower motors, as well as an increase in wear
and tear on the blowers, valves, and actuators, due to the continuous adjustment of operative
variables(Ogurek and Alex 2015) Third, scale-dependent capital investment is required to renew
or build new WRRFs (Guo et al. 2014). Due to the site-specific nature of potential costs and
benefits achievable through optimization strategies (equipment, treatment capacity, cost of energy
and TOU tariff, etc.), the value of the required capital investment may be difficult to evaluate for
a general case.
DO set-point optimization is still a very active topic and many approaches have been
suggested in recent years, from combinations of feedforward-feedback strategies to fuzzy control
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and model-based control methods ((Chotkowski, Brdys, and Konarczak 2005); (Baroni et al.
2006); (Yinl and and Michael K. Stenstrom 1996); (Regmi et al. 2014)). This resulted in theoretical
energy savings and improved stability of the system and consequently increased operational life
of the aeration equipment and effluent quality (Pittoors, Guo, and W. H. Van Hulle 2014; Åmand,
Olsson, and Carlsson 2013). The majority of these studies are performed with the help of the
Benchmark Simulation Model, which proved to be a valuable tool to standardize and compare
results from different studies (Åmand, Olsson, and Carlsson 2013).
The bulk of modelling efforts in the past decades has focused on biokinetics (e.g., the ASM
family, beginning with (Henze 1987), while the inclusion of aeration dynamics has been
overlooked until recently ((Jiang et al. 2017)). The integration of oxygen transfer dynamics can
provide several advantages ranging from improved performance diagnostics (i.e., deficient valves,
over-aeration, imbalanced flows, etc.) to enhanced capability to predict the response of process
state variables to operational variations ((Jiang et al. 2017), (Schraa, Rieger, and Alex 2017)).
Moreover, as cost for energy can vary significantly (depending on plant size, location, time of the
day, season, etc.), a detailed description of the tariff-structures is fundamental to achieve accuracy
for process performances and economic evaluations ((Pittoors, Guo, and Van Hulle 2014),
(Aymerich et al. 2015)). However, the reliability of the models and predictions is yet to be
improved as site-specific operative and technological conditions may strongly affect process
dynamics, de facto decoupling the model mathematical description of process conditions from the
real case of study.
One way to reduce the discrepancy between outcome of the model and full-scale
implementation is by increasing process dynamics characterization, which was demonstrated to be
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a key factor to maximize the reliability of plant’s performance modelling and prediction
((Aymerich et al. 2015), (Pittoors, Guo, and W. H. Van Hulle 2014)).
Continuous monitoring, modelling, prediction, and ultimately control of aeration system
based on oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE%) historical and real-time data are therefore needed to
optimize and reduce the aeration energy demand ((Amaral et al. 2016); (Gernaey et al. 2001)).
Despite successful examples of real-time monitoring of aeration efficiency indicators for
optimization and process control were implemented at full-scale (Jenkins et al. 2008); (Schuchardt
et al. 2007); (Amerlinck et al. 2016)), those are yet exceptions to the most common practice.
The goal of this work is to quantify the energy reduction associated with decreasing DO
while imposing effluent quality as constraint and to ultimately quantify the yearly economic
benefits. Long-term characterization of the aeration system dynamics via off-gas test allowed to
track the variability of operating conditions adopted by the WRRF (DO, air flow rate) and evaluate
the consequent oxygen transfer efficiency at field conditions (αSOTE%). Three sequential steps
(i.e., year-round data data-collection, modelling based on field results, and full-scale experimental
data validation) were performed in order to minimize the uncertainty between the modelling results
and the full-scale implementation of the DO reduction. The implementation in the simulation
platform of the seasonal and daily dynamics, together with the corresponding tariff structures,
which are also seasonal and daily dependent, enabled the calculation of cost savings per each
different season and also per daily time fraction (depending on the strategy). The study considered
four different time periods daily to better understand the process dynamics and improve the
diagnosis of future actions or strategies. The predicted reduction for cost of aeration when the DO
setpoint was reduced from 1.9 to 1.7 mg l-1 was validated at full-scale. The continuous monitoring
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of the dynamics of the aeration system demonstrated to be a valuable tool to improve process
characterization, modelling accuracy and evaluate optimization strategies.

3.3 Material and methods:
3.3.1 WRRF#1 and WRRF#2:
The investigated facilities are located in Southern California (Regional Plants #4 and #5,
Inland Empire Utilities Agency) and treated municipal wastewater for reclamation and reuse.
WRRF#1 is designed for a maximum capacity of 6.3x103 m3 d-1 (14MGD) and operated at
approximately 4.6x103 m3 d-1 (10 MGD). WRRF#2 is designed for a maximum capacity of 7.4x103
m3 d-1 (16.3 MGD) and is currently operated at approximately 4.1x103 m3 d-1 (9 MGD). The liquid
treatment section for both facilities consists of preliminary screening and grit removal, primary
clarification, secondary treatment by aeration basins and clarification. Secondary treatment is
operated with pre-anoxic reactors for nutrient removal, with an annual average solids retention
time of 18 days. The secondary tank total volume of is divided in 3 anoxic and 3 aerobic sections.
Air is supplied to the aeration tank by two equal blowers (370kW or 500HP) with 60%, 35% and
5% air distribution for the first, second and third section respectively. The solids removed from
WRRF#1 and WRRF#2 were directed to a different facility for thickening, anaerobic digestion
and energy recovery through a combination of a biogas powered microturbine, solar panels, and
battery energy storage.
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3.3.2 Telemetric off-gas analyser:

Figure 3 - The schematic secondary treatment tank layout for WRRFs #1 and #2 is shown. Position
#2 (mid-section) was monitored for WRRF#1 during the long-term monitoring campaign while all
three positions (influent, mid-section and effluent) were monitored during the validation at fullscale of modelling results at WRRF#2.

In traditional off-gas analysis, the off-gas is collected by a mobile hood and is conveyed
through a flexible hose to the analyser. The data collection occurs by measuring the oxygen partial
pressure and the flow rate of the off-gas using an analyser, which records the readouts from the
sensors. This process is repeated as necessary at various locations along the aeration basin by
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moving the floating hood. This methodology is generally time-consuming and labour-intensive as
the hood is moved through various locations along the tank length. To obviate this shortcoming,
two fully automated off-gas analysers were built and installed at WRRFs #1 and #2 with permanent
hood stations. The permanent hood position was determined during a preliminary full off-gas
mapping (performed according to the ASCE, 1997 method) to ensure the collection of
representative results over the whole tank.
The analyser measured the off-gas flow and temperature while an off-gas aliquot was
sampled every 15 minutes to measure oxygen, moisture, and carbon dioxide content in the gas
phase. Additionally, the dissolved oxygen and water temperature were measured under the off-gas
hood. The instruments output the oxygen transfer efficiency, alpha factor, air flow rate and
dissolved oxygen, as well as blower power demand for aeration. The instrument additionally
calculated the daily real-time aeration efficiency and cost for aeration using the Time-of-Use
(TOU) tariff under contract between the wastewater treatment and power utilities. Real-time
telemetry (Fig.3.1) enabled remote access to monitor the status of the instrument and schedule
maintenance requirements. The instrument systematically collected data to characterize seasonal,
monthly, and daily variations. Verification of the plausibility of the retrieved raw data and the
detection of potential outliers was conducted by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV) and
the use of traditional data reconciliation techniques. Averaged values from every set of
representative data were calculated to show the main differences between winter, fall, spring, and
summer.
Similarly, continuous hourly measurements enabled the calculation of the hourly average
per each day to obtain 24-hour profiles. The data collected includes the: oxygen transfer efficiency
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(OTE%), hood air flow rate (m3 min-1 or SCFM); dissolved oxygen (DO, mg l-1); alpha factor
(dimensionless); and the influent flow rate variation (m3 d-1 or MGD).
3.3.3 Operating scenarios simulation:

A multi-parameter study was performed to highlight and quantify potential benefits in
short- and long-term through a variety of scenarios. For this purpose, a set of models was run with
several scheduled data sets and different operating conditions based on the daily and seasonal
dynamics collected during the year-long characterization. The WRRF model was developed with
9 CSTR in series in A/O/A/O/A/O configuration using a commercial simulator (Biowin ver. 5,
Envirosim, Hamilton, ON). The geometry and diffuser characteristics were carefully implemented
to replicate WRRF#1 plant condition. Steady-state and dynamic modelling were conducted for a
range of DO setpoints to predict the potential cost savings associated to DO reduction. In
particular, the approach presented in this study aimed at confirming the plausibility of reducing
the current DO setpoint of 1.9 mg l-1 (in the first aerobic section) without producing a lower quality
effluent. Different DO setpoints ranging from 2.5 to 1.5 mg l-1 were investigated, at an interval of
+/- 0.2 mg l-1. Additionally, the simulation of DO reduction was implemented at different times of
the day to investigate the effect of variable loading conditions (hydraulic, organic) and cost of
energy during diurnal operations. For this, the following time periods were considered: 00:09 –
15:00; 15:00 – 21:00; 21:00 – 03:00; 03:00 – 09:00, for each season.
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3.3.4 Full-scale data validation:

Following the results obtained after the data collection and modelling phases, a careful
attempt to reduce DO setpoint at full-scale was performed at WRRF#2. The setpoint was reduced
by 0.2 mg l-1 (i.e., from 1.9 to 1.7 mg l-1) in the first section of secondary tank composed by threeaerated sections with a similar configuration to the WRRF#1 (A/O-A/O), where the data-collection
was conducted. Aeration efficiency indicators (SOTE; air flow rate; dissolved oxygen) and
process conditions (MLSS; sCOD) were monitored during 30 days of operations in 3 different
sampling positions with a sampling frequency of 15 minutes (first, second, and third aerobic
sections, as shown in Fig.1). Oxygen uptake rate (OUR, mg O2 (l h)-1) was measured with a
frequency of 15-20 mins in the first and third aerobic sections via respirometric method (i.e,
oxygen depletion in batch reactor), while ammonia concentrations, dissolved oxygen and air flow
rate were continuously monitored in the same sections and averaged for every off-gas and
respirometric data-point over the sampling period. Settling characteristics were measured hourly
via SVI test (Sludge Volume Index, ml g MLSS-1). A series of on-line alarms was implemented to
ensure effluent quality and notify the facility employees to interrupt the test in case of ammonia
breakthrough or significant decrease in biomass activity.
3.3.5 Power demand calculations:
Power demand was both measured at full-scale and derived from the off-gas measurements.
Measured values were retrieved from the power meter of each blower during the preliminary phase
of data collection and during the validation phase of the test. Estimated values for power demand
for aeration were derived from off-gas measurements through the estimation of mechanical power
demand (i.e., brake horsepower) from the adiabatic formula (Metcalf & Eddy, 2014; eq.1):
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where: Pw = power required for each blower (kW)
w = ponderal air flow (kg s-1)
R = universal gas constant for air (8.314 kJ mol-1 K-1)
T = inlet temperature (K)
p1 = inlet pressure (Pa)
p2 = discharge pressure (Pa)
n = 0.283 for air (-)
e = blower efficiency (-)
Power demand calculations from off-gas measurements were calibrated comparing the observed
results with the values from collected from power metering during the first month of data
collection. The power demand in eq.1 is a function of the air flow and OTE, inlet and outlet flow
pressure, air temperature and blower efficiency. Hence, a function describing the variation of
discharge pressure and mechanical efficiency of the blowers would be required to for real-time
calculations of power demand based on off-gas calculations. However, since the blower discharge
pressure is dominated by the hydrostatic head, the variation in head loss and dynamic wet pressure
(DWP) due to air flow variations can be considered negligible, allowing to adopt a constant value
for inlet and outlet pressure (i.e, head loss, DWP). Thus, the continuous off-gas monitoring coupled
with power metering would allow to highlight variations in the blower mechanical efficiency:
whereas every other variable in eq.1 is accounted for, any discrepancy between the power demand
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estimated and directly measured can be addressed to under/over estimation of the average blower
efficiency during dynamic conditions.
3.3.6 Energy TOU tariff:
In the area where the treatment facilities are located, power demand and energy
consumption are priced following a set of structures established to promote rational use of the
existing infrastructure. The application of different energy pricing structures (e.g., time-of-use
rates) and charges (e.g., energy usage, peak power demand charges) in the different billing terms
results in very different operational costs depending on when the energy is used (hour, day, month,
and season). WRRFs typically receive the highest loading flow rate (to be treated) when the cost
of energy is also the highest. The consequent overlap between the receiving influent peak and the
most expensive energy price exacerbates both the cost of treatment and the concurrent GHG
emissions. Even small shifts in peak demand have a significant effect on savings to consumers and
avoided costs for additional peak capacity.
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to consider the tariff structure when assessing the
cost savings from aeration optimization strategies. The software was equipped with an energy
input panel, where details of the Time-Of-Use tariff were entered. The tariff structure is described
in Tab. 1, where “live, fixed and penalty” costs are reported. In particular, “fixed” costs are
expressed in USD per kW and rates are assigned to the user (in this case, the WRRF utility)
depending on the monthly or seasonal highest power demand peak sustained; similarly, a fixed
cost (DWR, state taxes) is added to the live cost of energy consumption and expressed in USD per
kWh. For “live” cost, rates are variable depending on the Time of Use, where highest rates often
correspond to periods of highest demand, expressed in USD per kWh. Finally, a “penalty” cost is
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added, expressed in USD per kVAR, whereas inefficient equipment results in undesirable effect
on the electrical grid (i.e, power factor adjustment).

Table 3.1 - Energy tariff for WRRFs #1 and #2
FIXED COSTS

TOU RATES
On-peak

WINTER
(NOV TO
MAY)
SUMMER
(JUNE TO
OCT)

Rate
Rate
Rate
(USD/kW) (USD/kWh) (USD/kWh)
18.0
0.005
-

18.3

0.005

0.018

Mid-peak

Off-peak

Rate
(USD/kWh)
0.016

Rate
(USD/kWh)
0.016

POWER
FACTOR
ADJ
Rate
(USD/kVar)
0.6

0.018

0.018

0.6

3.4 Results and discussion:
3.4.1 Data-collection via off-gas monitoring and optimization strategies modelling

Data collected over 12 months of continuous monitoring of the mid-section of the aeration
tank of WRRF#1 are shown in Figs. 3.1a - 3.1c. The effect of wastewater contaminants and
hydraulic loading on oxygen transfer efficiency can be observed as OTE fluctuated through daily
cycles at WRRF#1, reporting the lowest value for the peak in hydraulic and organic loading.
Warmer temperatures confirmed the beneficial effect on transfer efficiency, as lower viscosity is
expected, concurrently with higher biological kinetic, hence providing a faster removal of
contaminants suppressing oxygen transfer (US-EPA 1987). This is confirmed by the difference
measured between the daily average OTE for warm (spring and summer) and cold periods (fall,
winter), which was 11±2% and 5.8±1.8% respectively.
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Figures 3.1b and 3.1c show the effect of the circadian amplification of air flow during
daily hydraulic peak, where the increase in air flow to satisfy the DO requirements during the peak
loading periods can be observed. At these times, lowest OTE were measured for the concurrent
detrimental effect of high load of contaminants and high air flow rate delivered to the tank. When
seasonal process conditions are considered, it can be observed how the measured air flow was
within the same order of magnitude throughout different seasons. Similar magnitude was
unexpected considering the previously observed variations in transfer efficiency, which can be
halved during winter months. Therefore, air flow measurements seemed to indicate that the same
air flow was being delivered year- round. Minor differences were instead measured for DO over
the seasons, except for fall, when possibly a different setpoint was implemented by the WRRF.

Figures 3.1a – 3.1c: Daily profiles (calculated as average of 200 days for one year) of OTE (a),
DO (b), and air flow rate (c) in the mid-section of the aeration tank of WRRF#1.
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Figures 3.2 – 3.3: The results from modelling of DO setpoint reduction for WRRF#1 are reported.
In Fig.3.2 (left) the savings in power demand for aeration are expressed in % compared to the
baseline condition (no setpoint decrease) for the different seasons. Cost increase projections for
the different seasons and time frames under study is shown in Fig.3.3 expressed in $ per hour saved
compared to the baseline condition for the different seasons. Lower bar (light grey) corresponds
to operational costs of using a setpoint of 1.5 mg l-1. As the setpoint increases the costs expressed
in $/hour increase also (darker grey, light blue).
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The adoption of operational changes aimed to reduce energy footprint in secondary
treatment was simulated using a commercially available software to quantify potential savings for
cost of energy (Biowin ver. 5, Envirosim, Hamilton, ON). The model was designed to reproduce
in detail the investigated facility to maximize the accuracy of the projected energy reduction. The
implementation of the setpoint reduction in the model was simulated for different periods of the
day (influent peak, influent off-peak) to investigate the effect of diurnal overlap of hydraulic and
loading conditions with variable cost of energy.
The results reported in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 showed the reduction for power demand and
for the cost of aeration when the DO setpoint was decreased by 0.2 mg l-1 (i.e., to 1.7 mg l-1). The
set of modelled optimization strategies showed that increasing the DO setpoint from 1.9 to 2.5 mg
l-1 would increase power demand for aeration up to 14% and cost for aeration up to 15%, depending
on the season, resulting in comparable effluent quality. Contrarily, reducing the DO setpoint to 1.5
mg l-1 would result in the reduction of power demand up to 7% and cost for aeration up to 10%,
maintain effluent quality within expected limits. The variable distribution of cost savings
potentially achievable reducing DO setpoints is consistent with what was observed during the offgas monitoring phase. The circadian amplification of air supplied to the tank on peak-hours (Fig.
3.1b) results in the consequent increase in cost for aeration (Figs. 3.2- 3.3), as confirmed by the
highest savings for power demand and for cost of energy predicted for DO reduction during
influent peak conditions. Additionally, it is observed how higher reductions in power demand
were obtained for colder periods (when oxygen transfer efficiency was lower and air flow rate the
higher) while comparable cost savings were achieved over the year as effect of variable cost of
energy.
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Full-scale validation of the DO setpoint reduction:
3.4.2.1 Effect on power demand for aeration

The effect of DO decrease on power demand for aeration was analysed. When only the
average power demand is considered, the decrease by 0.1 mg l-1 in the DO setpoint resulted in an
average reduction in power demand by 2% (from 423±77 kW to 415±39 kW). However, if the
daily spectrum of operating conditions is analysed through the normalization of power demand
over the influent flow, it can be observed how this yielded to significantly higher values. The daily
profile of metered power demand from the two blowers over 30 days of experiment (15 days before
and 15 after the DO setpoint decrease) is shown in Fig. 3.4, normalized as kW per m3 of influent
to the tank. The average power demand for aeration in the selected tank over the testing period
decreased by 15.8% on average, from 12.7±3.5 to 10.4±1.9 W per m3 (respectively before and
after the change in the DO setpoint for the selected tank). As air flow rate to the tank was supplied
by two blowers, this resulted in an average decrease of 10.5% (6.9 to 6.1 W per m3) for the first
and by 22.1% (5.7 to 4.3 W per m3) for the second blower after the setpoint reduction.
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Figure 3.4 - The daily average profiles of power demand for aeration during 30 days of continuous
monitoring are reported before and after the DO setpoint reduction. Power demand was normalized
by the influent volume during the two consecutive testing periods.

Power demand reduction resulted from the decrease in delivered air flow and was enhanced
by the improvement in SOTE, since smaller and slower bubbles are released at lower air flows
(USEPA 1989; Libra et al, 2002, 2005; Rosso et al, 2005; Gillot and Héduit, 2008). As shown in
Tables 3.2 and 3.3, the DO reduction affected differently the three aerobic sections, where different
operating conditions were observed due to the decreasing severity of loading conditions along the
tank. Variations in energy savings during the day were due the concurrence of circadian variations
in organic loading (i.e., oxygen demand), consequent OTE variations, and air flow rate supplied
to the tank. The amplification of the energy curve over the circadian cycle confirms the findings
by (Emami, Sobhani, and Rosso 2018) who concluded that a small number of hours during the
electrical peak would cost the same or more than the rest of the day altogether. The reduction in
DO had a positive effect on blower’s operations, as it can be induced observing the values of
standard deviation measured for power demand over the diurnal cycle, which was ±77 kW when
the setpoint was 1.9 mg DO l-1 and decreased to ±39 kW (18% to 9.4% of the total demand), when
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the setpoint was reduced to 1.7 mg DO l-1. This suggests that higher mechanical efficiency from
the blowers was obtained, as the frequency of adjustments from the aeration control system to
provide stability for air flow rate, air pressure and dissolved oxygen (Franklin et al. 1994).
Table 3.2 - Variation of process conditions after DO reduction for each aerobic section.

Aerobic section
1st

2nd
OTR
[kg O2 transf h-1]

Aerobic section
3rd

1st

2nd
Air flow rate
[m3 h-1]

209±13

204±74

58±1

3407±102

2190±641

255±13

152±54

45±6

3143±145

1603±415

Aerobic section
3rd

Aerobic section

1st

2nd
3rd
Dissolved oxygen
[mg DO l-1]
DO set point: 1.9 mg l-1
342±5
1.9±0.1
1.5±0.3
DO set point: 1.7 mg l-1
318±3

1.7±0.1

1.6±0.3

1st

2nd
αSOTE
[%]

3rd

0.6±0.0

7.9±0.6

11.8±1.4

21.5±1.8

0.5±0.0

10.5±1.6

11.9±1.5

18±2.3

Table 3.3 - Variation of process conditions after DO reduction, expressed in %.

AFR distribution [%]
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First aerobic
section
(influent)
-7.7
-4.8
-4.8
-4.8
22.1
24.8
30
18
Blower 1
11.6
9.8

Variations [%]
AFR after DO drop (section average)
AFR after DO drop (tank weighted average)
On-peak
Off-peak
OTR after DO drop (section average)
OTE after DO drop (section average)
On-peak
Off-peak
Reduction in power demand for aeration [%]
On-peak
Off-peak

35
Mid aerobic
section
-26.7
-8
-10.1
-6.9
-25.6
Blower 2
19
23.4

5
Final aerobic
section
(effluent)
-7
-22.4
-16.3
-19.5
-11.5

* - = no effect

**: variations in process conditions and oxygen transfer are shown for each section before and after the setpoint
reduction expressed in % for each section and for loading conditions. The reduction of air flow rate is expressed on
average for each section and on weighted average over the tank for each section and loading conditions. The reduction
in power demand for aeration for blower 1 and 2 and the overall savings are expressed for different loading condition .
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3.4.2.2 Effect of on oxygen transfer

The daily profiles of the oxygen transfer efficiency for the three aerated sections are
reported in Fig. 3.5. An improvement in SOTE was measured in the first section (where 60% of
the total air was fed), where the average transfer efficiency increased from 7.9±0.6% to 10.5±1.6%.
Minor variations compared to the baseline conditions were observed for the mid-section (where
35% of the total air was fed), as the average SOTE was 11.8±1.4% and 11.9±1.4% before and
after the change, respectively. A negative effect was measured in correspondence of the effluent
section where SOTE decreased from 21.5±1.8% to 18±2.3% before and after the change,
respectively. However, as only a marginal percentage of air was delivered to this section (5% of
the total), this effect contributed negligibly to the overall energy footprint.
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Figure 3.5 - The daily average profiles of αSOTE% during 30 days of continuous monitoring are
reported for each aerobic section, before and after the DO setpoint reduction.
To evaluate the concurrent effect of reduced air flow and enhanced SOTE, oxygen
transfer rate profiles were analysed along the tank before and after the DO reduction. The set point
decrease adopted in the first section induced a spatial modification of loading conditions over the
remaining sections of the tank compared to the baseline conditions. Similar results were presented
by (Schuchardt et al. 2007) and (Fan et al. 2017), who highlighted the influence of DO setpoints
to strategically target optimal conditions for carbon oxidation and nitrification. While the average
OTR over the whole aeration tank was comparable before and after the set point reduction (153±21
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kgO2 transferred per hour), the reduction in air flow rate resulted in the redistribution of OTR along
the tank. In the second section, where SOTE was not significantly affected by the setpoint
variation applied in the previous (first) section, the OTR reduction was almost proportional to the
air flow reduction (-26% for air flow, -25% for OTR). Contrarily, despite less air flow rate was
supplied in the first section, higher OTR was observed in this section compared to the previous
DO setpoint, due to the higher SOTE. The effective treatment capacity of each aerated section
(expressed in % over the tank OTR) was shifted from 43/41/16% to 56/34/10% for first, second,
and third section respectively. The air supplied to the aeration tank was transferred 15% more
efficiently in the first section as over-aeration was reduced. Since 60% of the total air flow was
targeted during process design, the OTR redistribution seem to better satisfy the optimal operating
conditions and load distribution along the tank length. Data collected in the first (influent) and
second (mid-section) aerobic sections of WRRF#2 for the two consecutive periods operated at
different DO setpoints are shown in Fig.3.5. The variation in air flow rate and OTR is expressed
in % and compares the two periods of testing. When the DO setpoint was decreased in the first
section of the aeration tank from the resulted air flow rate reduction affected both first and midsection of the tank. Two different correlations between air flow rate reduction and OTR variation
can be observed for the two sections. Shown in Fig. 3.6, a linear decrease (R2 = 0.73) between air
flow rate and OTR was observed in the mid-section, where OTE% variations between the two
operating DO setpoints were negligible despite 26.5% air flux reduction (from 2190±641 to
1603±415 m3 h-1). Hence, as the range of operating conditions adopted for this section before and
after the DO setpoint reduction ensured comparable transfer efficiency, the observed linear
correlation between air flow reduction and OTR quantifies the rate of mass transfer reduction as
the transfer efficiency is reduced. A non-linear variation was instead observed for the first section,
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where the setpoint reduction was implemented. As the setpoint was reduced from 1.9 to 1.7 mg l1

, dissolved oxygen effectively decreased by 7.6% in this section (from 1.88±0.12 mg l-1 to

1.69±0.16 mg l-1) resulting in 7% reduction of air fed from the blowers to this section (4.8% over
the total tank, from 3407±102 to 3143±145 m3 h-1). Contrarily to the mid-section, the reduction of
air supplied in the first section resulted in a beneficial effect on OTR, which increased as the air
flow rate was lowered. An exponential fit (R2 = 0.49) allowed describing the variable effect of air
flow rate reduction on OTR for optimal and over-aerated conditions, when all data from first and
mid-section are considered. A similar non-linear behaviour was previously described by (Iranpour
and Stenstrom 2001), who quantified the loss of efficiency in oxygen transfer due to excessive air
flow. Finally, a minor variation was measured for the third section, where dissolved oxygen was
comparable before and after the DO reduction and equal to 0.55 mg l-1, while air flow rate
decreased 7%, from 342±5 to 318±3 m3 h-e1, with no significant influence over the process
performance.
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Figure 3.6 – The difference between air flow rate and oxygen transfer rate (OTR) expressed in %
between two operating conditions at WRRF#2 is shown. The datasets for first and mid-sections
show the difference behaviour between the two sections when the DO setpoint was reduced from
1.9 to 1.7 mg DO l-1.

3.4.2.3 Effect of DO setpoint reduction on blower operations

The daily profile of power distribution between the two blowers is reported in Fig. 3.7,
expressed in % of power demand from the main blower (kWblower#1) over the total blower capacity
(i.e., kWblower#1+kWblower#2). The reduction in air flow rate targeted by the aeration control when
the set point was decreased modified the blower turndown. The average power demand distribution
between blower#1 and blower#2 was shifted from 56/44% (±12%) to 58/42% (±3%) when the DO
was lowered. The effect of DO reduction was variable under influent peak and off-peak periods
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due to the transient loading and operating conditions, as previously described. For high loading
conditions (on-peak, 00:09 – 17:00), power demand was almost evenly distributed between the
two blowers, on average. However, power demand from blower#1 showed higher variability as
this blower was elected to provide the peak of air flow rate required to match the maximum oxygen
demand. As shown in Fig. 3.8, when DO was reduced, power demand to operate blower#1
decreased by 11.6% compared to the previous conditions, while a 19% reduction was measured
for blower#2. For low loading conditions (off-peak, 5 pm to 9 am), energy savings recorded for
blower#1 were 9.8% while a 23.4% reduction was measured for blower#2, compared to the
baseline. Thus, by quantifying the difference in the energy savings recorded for blower #1 and #1
during high and low loading conditions, it was possible to investigate the operating conditions
resulting in the increased blower’s efficiency. When the highest air flow rate was required by the
process, the continuous flow adjustments required to maintain the required DO set point mainly
affected blower#1, while blower#2 was operated at steady state. The DO reduction allowed to
minimize the counter-productive “anti-windup” effect of blower#1, as suggested from the lower
standard deviation measured for daily power demand, and the highest reduction of power demand
observed for on-peak conditions (11.6% vs 9.8% obtained off-peak). A possible explanation of
this can be provided assuming a reduction in the frequency of adjustments of the aeration control.
The setpoint reduction resulted in a lower gap between tank DO (i.e, measured value) and the
imposed setpoint (i.e, target value) decreasing the amplitude of disturbance in the PID aeration
control, thus offering more favourable operating conditions for the blowers. Additionally, resulting
from the DO setpoint and related air flow rate decrease, the aeration control elected the capacity
of a single blower adequate to supply most the oxygen requirements, thus reducing the use of other
blowers composing the blower-house. In our case, this can be observed during low loading
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conditions, where higher energy reduction was measured for the blower#2 compared to high
loading conditions (23.4% vs 19% obtained on-peak). Overall, savings for power demand during
off-peak periods were more substantial as the DO setpoint decrease resulted in reduced overaeration during low load. However, as cost for energy is generally time-based and peak of power
demand often overlays with the higher cost for energy, the energy savings achieved during peak
loading conditions can result in higher economic savings compared to off-peak.

Figures 3.7 – 3.8: The daily average profiles of blower’s power demand distribution during 30
days of continuous monitoring is reported, before and after the setpoint reduction, expressed in %
over the total capacity is shown in Fig.3.7 (upper). The daily profile of savings for power demand
expressed in % compared to the baseline conditions for blowers #1, #2 and total is shown in
Fig.3.8.
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3.5 Summary and conclusions

Continuous long-term monitoring of aeration and its efficiency allowed the
characterization of daily and seasonal dynamics of process operations for secondary treatment in
WRRFs. The collected profiles were implemented in a series of site-specific models to quantify
energy footprint reduction associated with DO reduction imposing effluent quality as a constraint.
The energy savings predicted from modelling were validated at full-scale with the implementation
of a DO set point reduction from 1.9 to 1.7 mg l-1 in the first aerobic section of the secondary
treatment tank of a WRRF. On average, our quantification indicates a 2% reduction in power
demand for aeration resulted from 0.1 mg l-1 reduction of DO set point. However, when daily
dynamics were considered, 17.6% reduction (on average) in specific power demand (W m3inf.-1)
for aeration was observed, while effluent quality and process stability were ensured. The spatial
distribution of OTR over the tank length shifted from 43/41/16% to 56/34/10% for first, second
and third aerobic sections, while the tank average was comparable before and after the DO
variation.
The air flow decreased by 7.8%, 26.8% and 7.6% for first, second and third section,
respectively, yielding to a 13% reduction in total air flow compared to the previous conditions and
25% increase in SOTE in the first section, where 60% of the total air flow was supplied. The DO
decrease implemented in the aeration control reduced the total power demand and modified it
distribution among the two blowers which shifted from 56/44% to 58/42% for blower#1/blower#2,
on average, as shown in Fig.3.7. Power demand reduction for blower#1 resulted from the
minimization of over-aerated conditions and improved blower’s stability during high loading
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conditions, while the overall air flow rate reduction allowed to decrease blower #2 usage during
low loading conditions (Fig. 3.8).
In conclusion, this study quantified the significant savings in power demand and energy
costs associated with a moderate decrease in DO setpoint, while ensuring effluent quality. It was
observed how a moderate modification of process conditions (0.2 mg l-1 DO reduction) yielded to
a complex response of the aeration control system over the tank length. Hence, site-specific
considerations are required to successfully evaluate and adopt the optimization strategy, as existing
conditions may limit or even nullify the beneficial effect of process modifications.
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4. Off-gas and respirometric measurements to optimize secondary treatment
in WRRFs*

* A modified version of this chapter is published in the 91st Annual WEFTEC conference
proceedings, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, October 2018 and is in preparation for Water
Research and the 93rd Annual WEFTEC conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, October
2020.
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4.1 Abstract

Aeration is one of the key steps of activated sludge (AS) treatment as well as one of the
most energy intensive. The optimization of aeration systems can provide significant benefits
varying from cost of treatment to improved stability of the electrical grid and GHG emissions
reduction. Despite its importance, aeration systems in water resource recovery facilities (WRRFs)
are often operated inefficiently whereas high air flow rates provided during peak of loading
conditions to guarantee effluent quality often results in excessive aeration. Moreover, the timebased energy results in the amplification of cost for aeration during periods of lowest efficiency,
exacerbating the negative effect of low operational efficiency.
Hence, the goal of this study is to develop a set of strategies to characterize process
dynamics and highlight margin of improvements for energy efficiency and treatment capacity.
Real-time monitoring of respirometric rates and aeration efficiency allowed to track strategic daily
dynamics and provided correlations between oxygen requirements and biomass loading
conditions, expressed by specific oxygen uptake rate (sOUR) and OTE%. The wide range of
operating conditions covered by the experimental campaign allowed to investigate potential
limitations of calculations from derived off-gas test, whenever geometric or hydraulic singularities
are found (baffles, proximity to influent/effluent points, etc.).
The study confirmed the key role of a continuous process monitoring (off-gas test,
respirometric test) to improve accuracy for process description, process control, process modelling
and calibration.
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4.2 Introduction

Water and resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) employ energy-intensive processes
((Marne 2013)). The energy consumption of a WRRF is deﬁned by both operating and design
parameters, including the technology used in the process, the size of the plant, the volume and the
contaminant load of the inﬂuent (Metcalf & Eddy, 2014). Some of the characteristics mentioned
above, such as the volume of the treated wastewater and its contaminant load, present daily or
yearly ﬂuctuations, with impacts on the operating conditions of the treatment process (Luccarini
et al. 2010); (Campos and Von Sperling 1996)). Aeration is widely recognized as the core unit for
wastewater treatment and a main component of the WRRF energy footprint. Alongside being a
critical stage of treatment, aeration is one of the most energy intensive, frequently constituting 45
to 75% of the total energy cost for treatment ((Reardon 1995); (Rosso, Iranpour, and Stenstrom
2005)WEF, 2009).
Several studies have investigated the effect of environmental and operational conditions
on oxygen transfer ((S. Gillot and Héduit 2000), Rosso and Stenstrom, 2006a, (Jimenez et al.
2014), (Karpinska, 2016), (Sommer et al. 2017)). Strong influence on oxygen transfer is exerted
by multiple factors: flow regime resulting from air flow rate and type of diffusers (e.g., Rosso et
al, 2005; (Sylvie Gillot and Héduit 2008) presence of surfactants (e.g., Zlokarnik, 1979; Rosso and
Stenstrom, 2006b;) and rheological characteristics of the activated sludge (Gillot et al., 2005,
(Germain et al. 2007), Fabiyi and Novak, 2008, Racault et al., 2011, Ratkovich et al., 2013, (Durán
et al. 2016); (Jochen Henkel et al. 2009); Wagner et al, 2002). Moreover, the influence of the mean
cell retention time (MCRT, d) was investigated extensively, showing that longer retention time is
associated with better removal of surfactants from the water phase and consequently better oxygen
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transfer (Rosso et al., 2009; (Krampe and Krauth 2003); (Germain et al. 2007); Henkel et al.,
2009a, 2009b; (Fan et al. 2017a).
The dissolved oxygen (DO, mg l-1) concentration is an indicator of the aerobic process
condition: a minimum DO is necessary to guarantee that the oxygen requirements are met by the
aeration system, and higher DO values are used to control the aeration system (Olsson 1999). In
the ideal case, the oxygen transferred to the aeration tank equals the oxygen required from the
biomass to oxidize the contaminants while providing adequate mixing to ensure solids suspension
and maintaining residual DO concentration. Commonly, the DO is set at an approximate target of
2 mg l-1 at the exit of the aerobic tank, to prevent anoxic conditions in the secondary clarifiers
(Metcalf & Eddy, 2014). Excessive air flow rates lead to unnecessarily elevated DO levels, which
can be associated with hindered denitrification (due to the undesirable internal recirculation of
DO) and challenges in secondary solid separation (Jenkins et at. 2003, Rosso, 2019; (Hodgson et
al. 2019). Conversely, insufficient DO concentration resulting from inefficient aeration control
may lead to lower effluent quality and reduced process stability, associated with filamentous
bulking, poor settling, and microbial growth inhibition (Åmand, 2011).
Over the diurnal cycle, the DO concentration in all compartments of a secondary reactor
tends to vary in response to process loading (Leu et al. 2009) and seasonal periods (Libra et al.
2005). As the process loading increases, the biomass oxygen uptake rate (OUR, mg l-1 h-1)
increases, for reactors that are not air limited. Respirometry is commonly adopted to measure OUR
for a wide range of DO concentration. However, in the classic testing methodology, days are
required to exhaust the organic load. This provides insightful results about the biomass’s
characteristic yet it offers partially spendable information for process control. Thus, continuous
monitoring of OUR was introduced through off-line procedures based on steady-state calculations
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(Beccari et al. 2002) as well as in-situ real-time measurements for process control ((Andreottola
et al. 2007); (Baeza, Gabriel, and Lafuente 2002); (Sin and Vanrolleghem 2004)). Alternatively,
off-gas analysis could be adopted to quantify OUR under varying conditions independently from
DO concentration (ASCE 1996). This is achieved applying an oxygen mass balance to the control
volume defined by the hood area times the tank depth, allowing to evaluate OUR despite the degree
of loading conditions during the test.
Several options were developed to implement advanced DO control based on process state
variables such as ammonia, combining feedback and feed-forward algorithms or using fuzzy logic
((Chotkowski, Brdys, and Konarczak 2005); (Baroni et al. 2006); (Yinl and and Michael K.
Stenstrom 1996); (Regmi et al. 2014)). Ayesa (2006) highlighted the value of automated
instrumentation and control at WRRFs to improve process design and operations. DO control
strategies, which are typically associated with limited predictive capability, can be complemented
with model-based prediction of DO, resulting in improved aeration efficiency, process stability
and effluent quality, extending the operational life of the equipment and overall yielding to
significant savings for cost of energy. ((Amand et al. 2011); (Rieger et al. 2012); (Pittoors, Guo,
and Van Hulle 2014); (Aymerich et al. 2015)).
Trillo, Jenkins et al. (2004) developed a feedforward DO control strategy based on realtime off-gas analysis where the results were used to calculate the change in air flow. More, the
profiles of oxygen demand for carbon and ammonia oxidization over the tank length were obtained
by Schuchardt et al. (2007) through real-time off-gas analysis. (Amerlinck et al. 2016) applied offgas monitoring to characterize process dynamics and applied the data to improve the aeration
model accuracy for DO concentration. Sahlmann et al. (2004) and Thunberg, Sundin, and Carlsson
(2009) investigated a cascade controller and a strategy to redistribute air flow by setpoint
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differentiations to match oxygen demand and minimise sludge stabilization. Additional insights
were offered by Yoo and Kim (2009) where auto-tuning PID controls for DO setpoints were
implemented based on off-gas and respirometric measurements, showing potential energy savings
and increased treatment stability.
Nonetheless, the risk-adverse nature of WRRF management to avoid liability for noncompliance to discharge limits is still hindering the application of advanced automated aeration
control (Olsson, 2012), despite most aeration systems are currently unable to effectively adapt air
supply to varying oxygen requirements (Pittoors, Guo, and Van Hulle 2014).
Thus, the extended investigation of the relationship between the oxygen transfer and
demand from microorganisms would offer a representative description of the aeration process
varying conditions. Time-series analysis of specific respirometric rates and biomass kinetic
coefficients such as half-saturation constant and decay rate (Sin and Vanrolleghem 2006) can
support process diagnostics, modelling and control allowing the quantification of optimized sludge
recycle rates (Stenstrom and Andrews, 1979), of aerobic storage (Goel et al. 1999) of the rates of
simultaneous uptake and growth of heterotrophic and autotrophic biomass (Beccari et al. 2002);
(Marsili-Libelli and Tabani 2002)), nitrification ((Guisasola et al. 2005); (Puig et al. 2005)), of the
rate of denitrification (Third, Burnett, and Cord-Ruwisch 2003) and of the rate of endogenous
respiration (Koch et al. 2000).
Moreover, as the fractionation of organic load varies with time and position along the
aeration tank, different contributions to the total oxygen uptake for carbon oxidation and
nitrification are expected (Ohashi et al. 1995, Hu et al. 2009). Many authors have reported a wide
range of half-saturation DO coefficients for Monod kinetic forms for AOB and NOB, yet the
results were often dependent on the test conditions (pure or mixed cultures, pH, DO, ammonia
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concentration, MCRT, etc.) ((Stenstrom and Poduska 1980); (HU et al. 2009)). Furthermore, the
measurement of DO in water should be carefully scrutinized, since different DO sensors are
associated with different time constants and error, especially at the lowest range ((Philichi and
Stenstrom 1989); (Baquero-Rodríguez et al. 2018); (Y. Jiang et al. 2018)).
Recent studies showed how high nitrification rates could be achieved at low DO when the
biomass MCRT is adequate to prevent nitifiers bacteria washout (Jubany et al. 2009)). Therefore,
nitrification rate can be manipulated in case long MRCT and low DO are maintained for adequate
time, the autotrophic yield would be higher than of heterotrophic, as faster substrate uptake and
lower decay rate for autotrophic bacteria would be resulting (HU et al. 2009). Moreover, as oxygen
uptake for nitrogen and carbon is spatially distributed inside the floc volume, low dissolved oxygen
concentration would result in a concentration gradient decreasing towards the centre of the floc,
where anoxic micro-zones are created (Stenstrom and Poduska 1980). Operating at such conditions
may led to the successful development of SND processes or different pathways of nitrogen
utilization (partial nitrification) ((Pochana, Keller, and Lant 1999); (Holman and Wareham 2005);
(Fan et al. 2017b)).
In this study, two WWRFs with anoxic/aerobic secondary treatment layout and different
loading conditions (single feed, step-feed) were investigated through automated real-time
monitoring of respirometric rates for carbon oxidation and nitrification as well as aeration
efficiency indicators. An automated apparatus allowed to perform a multi-parameter analysis of
process and operating conditions to quantify time and space variability and highlight optimal
conditions. A methodology to diagnostic criticalities and to evaluate optimization strategies in
secondary treatment was developed. Finally, potential limitations or bias of the results collected
during test are discussed.
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4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Oxygen requirements in secondary treatment

Oxygen requirements is secondary treatment were derived by stoichiometric calculations
based on water quality (soluble COD, ammonia). Samples were collected for each aerobic section,
thus the spatial mapping of contaminants concentration allowed to create a profile of oxygen
requirements for carbon oxidation and nitrification along the tank length. The coefficient applied
to quantify the fractionation of carbonaceous load were: 1 mg DO per mg sCOD-1, 0.33
sCOD/bCOD, 0.45 rbCOD/sCOD. Oxygen requirements for nitrification was calculated adopting
the following coefficients: 4.57 mg DO per mg NH3-N-1.

4.3.2 Power demand calculation:

The blowers operating conditions were analysed to quantify the variations in power
demand and highlight optimal process conditions (i.e., max aeration efficiency). Power demand
for aeration was derived from off-gas measurements for WRRF#1 and #2 and additionally
measured via power metering at WRRF#2. The mechanical power (break horsepower) demand
was derived from the adiabatic formula shown in (eq.1) based on off-gas test results.

𝑃𝑤 =

𝑤𝑅𝑇1
𝑝2 0.283
[( )
− 1]
29.7 𝑛 𝑒 𝑝1
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(Eq. 1)

Where:
Pw is the power required for each blower (kW);
w is the weight of air flow expressed in kg O2/h (kg/s);
R is gas constant for air (8.314 kJ/k mol K);
T1 is the absolute inlet temperature;
p1 is absolute inlet pressure, p2 is absolute outlet pressure, depending on aeration system and
diffusers submergence;
n is a constant equal to 0.283 for air;
e is the blower mechanical efficiency ( <1).

Shown in eq.1 it is possible to highlight how temperature, mass of oxygen transferred,
pressure and mechanical efficiency are the variables affecting the continuous calculation of power
demand from off-gas measurements. Whereas pressure for inlet and outlet can be assumed constant
for the tested conditions and the effect of temperature is partially accounted for by the
standardization of off-gas results (i.e, OTE% vs αSOTE%), little attention is generally dedicated
to the understanding variation of mechanical efficiency. Because many blowers are operated at
constant pressure, variations in the air flow rate for daily load fluctuations are adjusted through
variations in the rotation and/or the adjustment of the air inlet/outlet section. This may likely result
in variable efficiency over the day, whereas constant mechanical efficiency is generally considered
in the calculations. Hence, the data series obtained from power metering were used to calibrate the
adiabatic formula and evaluate optimal operating conditions for the blowers.
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4.3.3 Test conduct:

Two different facilities treating municipal wastewater were investigated in Southern
California. Large and medium plant sizes as well as different plant configuration were selected to
cover a wide range of operating conditions and investigate criticalities/singularities due to the
conduct of the test at site-specific conditions.
WRRF#1 served a population of approximately 1 million people treating an average influent flow
rate of 3.8x105 m3 d-1 (100MGD). The secondary treatment was divided in 5 parallel aeration tanks,
while every unit was operated as a 4-pass step-feed where 50%,30% and 20% of influent were
distributed along passes 1 – 3. Each pass was divided with alternating anoxic and aerobic zones
(Fig. 4.1a) and biomass was operated with MCRT an average of 16 days. The density of fine
bubbles diffusers in each section decreased along the tank, while air was delivered from the same
group of blowers for both headers pipe to the tested tank, controlled with a scheduled air flow rate
control. WRRF#2 is designed for a maximum capacity of 6.1x103 m3 d-1 (16.3MGD) but currently
operated at approximately 3.4x103 m3 d-1 (9 MGD). The liquid treatment section consisted of
preliminary screening and grit removal, primary clarification, secondary treatment by aeration
basins and clarification. Secondary treatment is operated in the pre-denitrification – nitrification
configuration for nutrient removal with a MCRT of 18 days. Secondary tank total volume of is
divided in 3 anoxic and 3 aerobic sections. Air is supplied to the aeration tank by the equal blowers
(500HP) with 60%, 35% and 5% air distribution for the first, second and third section respectively.
The solids removed were directed to a different facility for thickening, anaerobic digestion, and
dewatering. The utility recovers energy through a combination of a biogas powered microturbine,
solar panels, and battery energy storage.
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4.3.4 Experimental setup:

The experimental setup consisted of off-gas test apparatus and respirometer. A system of
valves allowed to capture samples from multiple points with a single set of sensors. Two hoods
were deployed at different points of the aeration tank to capture off-gas for a minimum of 8 hours
of sampling periods. The hoods were equipped with dissolved oxygen sensor and piping system to
sample mixed liquor at the depth of about 1 meter below the off-gas sampling point. While offgas was collected from the hoods, mixed liquor was sampled to fill a batch reactor where
respirometric test were performed. The sampling system was fully automatic and data was logged
on-site and sent to a cloud based databased through the PLC controller. Following is a detailed
description of the components and methodologies adopted.

30% Qin

50% Qin
#1

WRRF#1 – Step feed

20% Qin
#3

#2

#4

#5

#6

Qeff

RAS
Anox

Anox

Anox

AFR 1

AFR 3

AFR 2

AFR 4

100% Qin
#1

#2

#3

WRRF#2 – Single feed

RAS

Qeff
Anox

Anox

Anox

Anox
AFR 1

AFR 2

AFR 3

Figure 4.1a – Secondary tanks layout for WRRF#1 and WRRF#2. Sampling positions for off-gas
and respirometric measurements are numbered along the tank length highlighted in the box.
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Figures 4.1b, 4.1c – (upper) Respirometer layout is shown. The batch of mixed liquor (2.2 l) was
sampled and OUR calculations were performed by intermittent aeration provided by a DO setpoint
control. OUR was measured for non-inhibited (carbon + ammonia) and inhibited conditions for
nitrification by ATU addition (only carbon). (lower) Off-gas apparatus is shown, composed of air
flow meter, O2% sensor, sample conditioning and valves system to select off-gas and fresh air.
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4.3.5 Respirometer:

The respirometric equipment (Fig. 4.1b) was fully automated and the control strategy
designed to minimize lag time between samples and ensure repeatability of the test (volume of the
sample, mixing conditions, etc.). In particular, the procedure for each set of measurements was
composed: mixed liquor sampling, alternating non-aerated mixing and aerated mixing, waste. A
set of centrifugal pumps allowed to collect a volume of 2.2 liters of mixed liquor in correspondence
to the off-gas sampling location. The consistent sampling volume was ensured by the control
strategy based on a timer coupled with level sensor in the batch reactor and overflow system in
case of overfilling. Once the batch reactor was filled to the design volume, the 3-way valves system
was switched to create a closed loop with reactor and the centrifugal pumps, so to recirculate the
sample. The inlet and outlet points of the recirculation line were designed to avoid turbulent surface
conditions (not to favor oxygen transfer from atmospheric air) and mixing through recirculation
was provided until the DO level reached the low setpoint (approximately 1 mg/l of DO). The
dissolved oxygen was measured by a membrane DO sensor fixed in inclined position in the reactor
to prevent bubbles build up on the membrane and situated to avoid dead mixing zones or flow
shortcuts due to recirculation. At this point, the mixed liquor was aerated through a porous stone
fed by a low flow rate air blower. As the DO concentration reach the high setpoint, the aeration
was switched off by the controller. At this time, the decreasing slope of DO concentration (eq.4)
was recorded until DO reached the low setpoint to measure oxygen demand for carbon and
ammonia oxidation (OURTot). The OUR measurement was performed for 3 cycles (cycle: air on,
air off) providing triplicate calculations for averaging. A dedicated part of the control loop was
here implemented to prevent over-aeration and minimize the length of the measurement cycle as
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well as maintain the sample constantly within the low and high dissolved oxygen setpoint. The
concomitant effect of the DO sensors technology, the mixing provided by the recirculation pumps
and aeration control strategy allowed to track DO variations with adequate resolution. Once 3 valid
values were recorded from the PLC, the valves system was switched, mixed liquor from the batch
reactor was re-pumped into the tank and a new sampling phase started. A fresh sample from the
same location was this time conditioned to measure the fractionation of oxygen demand. A solution
of allylthiourea (ATU) was added by a peristaltic pump to the reactor before the mixed liquor was
sampled to a concentration of 10-15 mg/liter to create inhibiting conditions for nitrification
(Baquero-Rodríguez et al. 2018).This respirometric rate for carbon oxidation (OURC) was then
calculated with the same method described above. Once OURTot and OURC were measured for one
position, the valves system was switch and a different location was selected to restart the test.

4.3.6 Off-gas test:

Likely to the respirometric equipment, the off-gas apparatus was fully automated (Fig.
4.1c). The control strategy allowed to perform and log measurements minimizing the lag-time
between the results obtained at different locations for respirometric and off-gas tests. The gas
leaving the hoods was directed to the instrument through PVC pipes and 3-way valves system, in
order to selectively direct the flow incoming from the two sampling points to the instrument or to
a release valve, respectively, and avoid pressure build-up in the system. The first section of the
sampling line of the instrument hosted a mass flow meter (Kurz, 454FTB) to measure air flow rate.
Length and diameter of the piping system were designed to avoid turbulence and favor laminar
regime to ensure accuracy in the measurement. While the air flow rate and tank dissolved oxygen
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were measured, a vacuum pump sampled the off-gas flowing in the PVC pipe, forcing it to a
column containing salts (drierite, sodium hydroxide in pellets) to remove moisture and CO2. The
gas was then passing through a O2% sensor (AMI, Model 65) to measure the O2 content in the
process air. The calculation of the OTE% was performed when atmospheric air was sampled by
switching a 3-way valve upstream the sampling line, to measure the reference point of oxygen
content in the influent air to the tank (O2% in) and wash the sampling line. For every off-gas
measurement (sampling frequency ~ 15 mins) a time-stamped result for OTR, OUR and blower’s
BHP was calculated and logged in real-time through the PLC controller. The adopted methodology
did not fully conform to the standard (ASCE 1997), as the number and the position of the
measurements were designed to track time-space variability of aeration efficiency rather than
represent an average performance of the tank.

4.3.7 Oxygen Uptake Calculation:

A mass balance for oxygen within the volume of each completely mixed reactor is
determined by the equation:
𝑸 (𝑫𝑶𝐢𝐧 − 𝑫𝑶) + 𝒌𝑳 𝒂𝒇 (𝑫𝑶∗∽𝟐𝟎 − 𝐃𝐎) 𝑽 = 𝑽

∆𝑫𝑶
∆𝒕

(Eq. 2)

Dividing by V and letting Δ -> 0 yields the following differential equation:
𝒅𝑫𝑶
𝒅𝒕

(𝑫𝑶𝐢𝐧 −𝑫𝑶)

=[

𝒕∗

] += 𝒌𝑳 𝒂𝒇 (𝑫𝑶∗∽𝟐𝟎 − 𝐃𝐎) − 𝑶𝑼𝑹

where 𝑡 ∗ = detention time = V/Q and Q = total flow rate = Qinf + Qrec
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(Eq. 3)

By setting dC/dt equal to zero in Eq. 3, the steady state solution relates the oxygen uptake rate
(OUR) in the aeration tank, to the oxygen transfer coefficient and the steady state deficit:

𝑶𝑼𝑹 =

(𝑫𝑶𝐢𝐧 −𝑫𝑶)
𝒕∗

+ 𝒌𝑳 𝒂𝒇 (𝑫𝑶∗∽𝟐𝟎 − 𝐃𝐎)

(Eq. 4)

where DO = reactor concentration and dDO/dt = 0

(ASCE 1997)

4.3.8 Oxygen Uptake Rate via respirometry:

Biological oxygen demand through respirometric test is performed in absence of influent
oxygen in batch reactor, where the equation to determine the oxygen uptake rate simplifies in:
𝒅𝑫𝑶
𝒅𝒕

= − 𝑶𝑼𝑹

(Eq. 5)

In this case, an automatic dissolved oxygen control based on minimum and maximum setpoints
provided intermittent aeration to perform multiple respirations and average the slope of DO
depletion.

4.3.9 Water quality:

TSS was measured according to the standard methods (APHA 2005). COD and Ammonia
were determined using Hach® for low and high range kits (Loveland, CO).
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4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Analysis of respirometric OUR on-line monitoring

The effect of loading conditions on biomass oxygen demand is shown in Fig.4.2. Ammonia
and soluble COD were adopted as indicators for organic load during the daily variability. Samples
were collected hourly at each sampling point to track temporal and spatial influent variability. The
average contaminants concentration in the aeration tank over the test period for WRRF#1 and
WRRF#2 respectively was 69±43 mg l-1 and 87±60 mg l-1 for soluble COD while 18±13 mg l-1
and 5±5 mg l-1 was measured for ammonia. Overall, the highest average respiration rates resulted
for carbon oxidation which was equal to 9.5±2.8 and 10.9 ± 8.8 mg DO per (g MLSS h)-1 for
WRRF#1 and WRRF#2, respectively, while for rates for nitrification were measured to be 3.2 ±
2.1 for WRRF#1 and 0.9 ± 0.4 mg DO per (g MLSS h)-1 for WRRF#2, respectively. The
concomitant oxygen demand of nitrification and carbon oxidation was differentiated to address the
magnitude of the two processes on the biomass activity. The correlation observed between specific
OUR and substrate concentration shown in Fig.4.2 corroborated the validity of the adopted
methodology.
The relationship between specific OUR and oxygen requirements for soluble COD showed
the expected semi-saturational kinetic form where respirometric rates tended to an asymptotic
maximum for non-limiting and non-inhibiting substrate. The shaded area sitting on the fit for COD
data represents different fractionation of carbonaceous substrate, as rbCOD decreased along the
tank length. The semi-saturation coefficient for carbon was estimated around ks

bCOD

~ 50 mg

bCOD l-1, in accordance to what commonly presented in literature (Metcalf&Eddy). Similar
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correlation between oxygen requirements and respiration rates was observed for nitrification,
where the asymptotic maximum was reached for lower concentrations. In this case the semisaturational constant was estimated around 10-15 mg NH3-N l-1.

Figure 4.2 – The specific oxygen uptake rate and oxygen requirements for WRRF#1 and WRFF#2
are shown. Specific OUR is expressed in mg DO per g MLSS h-1 while oxygen requirements for
sCOD and ammonia are derived water quality analysis and expressed in mg DO l-1.

4.4.2 Effect of C:N ratio and operating conditions on nitrification

Shown in Fig. 4.3, the soluble C:N ratio was analyzed to investigate the influence on the
competition for organic carbon and ammonium for nutrients and oxygen inside the biofilm (Satoh
et al. 2000). The ratio between soluble carbonaceous substrate (sCOD) and ammonia was
calculated from the water quality analysis and is shown on X axis, while specific OUR for
nitrification from respirometric measurements is expressed in mg DO per g MLSS-1 h-1. The daily
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averages resulting from each sampling point from two WRRFs (#1,#2) showed how nitrification
rate was affected by organic substrate composition (sCOD, ammonia, DO): when easily
biodegradable carbon was significantly higher than ammonium, heterotrophic activity was favored
compared to nitrification. Lower oxygen demand for nitrification compared to carbon oxidation
was observed within 15% of the aeration tank length for WRRFs #1 and #2.
The highest nitrification rates compared to oxygen uptake for carbon was measured within
30% of the tank length for single-feed while it was instead shifted towards the end of the tank for
the step-feed configuration. A plug-flow behavior was observed for WRRF#2 (single-feed) where
respirometric rates and organic load decreased along the tank length, whereas more homogenous
conditions were observed for WRRF#1 due to the step-feed configuration, resulting in a narrower
range of C:N ratio along the tank length. The critical ratio between carbonaceous and ammonia
(C:N*) is highlighted in Fig. 4.3 to represent the threshold after which nitrification rates are
independent from substrate concentration as heterotrophic respiration outcompete nitrifiers
activity.
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Figure 4.3 – The effect of sCOD:N ratio and dissolved oxygen on oxygen demand for nitrification
are shown. The C:N ratio was derived from water quality (sCOD, ammonia); specific OUR for
nitrification was measured from respirometric test and expressed in mg DO g MLSS h; dissolved
oxygen is expressed in mg DO l-1.

4.4.3 Effect of MLSS and contaminants concentration on oxygen transfer

The effect of contaminants concentration on biomass oxygen demand and transfer
efficiency is shown in Fig. 4.4. Many authors engaged in the investigation of a surrogate indicator
to describe the effect loading conditions on oxygen transfer. A correlation between COD and alpha
factor was first highlighted by Steinmetz (1996) and extended by the results presented by Germain
et al. (2007) and Leu et al. (2009). The data presented were able to correlate alpha factor and COD
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concentration (R2 = 0.7) despite results were obtained at different WRRFs operating with different
aeration systems (fine bubbles, coarse bubbles).
Thus, extended monitoring of organic load allowed to predict the oxygen transfer
efficiency independently from the aeration equipment adopted. More, as COD measurements are
commonly adopted by most facilities to periodically define process performances, this was
recognized to be a representative surrogate indicator. However, the continuous characterization of
COD may fail to accurately track the variation of loading conditions and the effect on oxygen
transfer. First, total COD measurements would not allow to define the organic load fractionation
and introduce uncertainty about the biomass activity related to carbon or ammonia oxidation.
Second, the variable concentration of surfactants cannot be defined as a solid correlation between
COD measurements and surfactants is yet to be found.
Hence, the analysis of the effect of loading conditions on oxygen transfer was additionally
investigated with the inclusion of MLSS characteristics through the definition of specific OUR, as
the effect of MLVSS and MCRT on oxygen transfer is largely recognized ((Mena et al. 2005),
(Raszka, Chorvatova, and Wanner 2006), (J. Henkel, Cornel, and Wagner 2011), Rosso et. al,
Garrido et al.). Daily averaged results from multiple sampling points at WRRF#1 and WRRF#2
shown comparable average process conditions between the facilities, although higher variability
in transfer efficiency and oxygen demand was measured for WRRF#2.
This difference between the WRRFs is attributable to the distribution of organic load: for
WRRF#2, the single feed resulted in the expected decreasing trend along the tank length for sOUR
and OTE%, thus assimilable to plug-flow reactor. Consequentially, wider differential of oxygen
requirements between influent and effluent sections along the tank resulted in wider range of air
flow rate supplied, hence the larger variability of transfer efficiency. For WRRF#1, less variability
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was observed as the step-feed configurations resulted in more homogenous conditions over the
tank. Correlation describing loading and oxygen transfer was observed when specific OUR was
introduced in the quantification of loading conditions instead of COD concentration. When only
the data collected at WRRF#2 were included the resulting R2 for the fit was 0.85, which was
reduced to 0.75 when all data (WRRF#1, WRRF#2) were considered, comparably to what
previously observed by Garrido and Leu et al.

Figure 4.4 – The effect of loading conditions and MLSS concentration and MCRT on oxygen
transfer is shown for WRRF#1 and #WRRF#2. Oxygen transfer is expressed by SOTE% per m-1
of depth and loading conditions and MLSS concentration are expressed in mg DO per g MLSS h1

by respirometric measurements.
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4.4.4 Effect of loading and operating conditions on aeration efficiency

The effect of the operating conditions on the cost of aeration along the tank length is shown
in Figs.4.5a, 4.5b, 4.5c, 4.5d. The range of different air flow rates adopted during the day and along
the tank length to ensure adequate air supply resulted in variable aeration efficiency (Tables 4.2,
4.3). Daily average data collected from multiple positions at WRRFs #1 and #2 allowed to map
the variation of process state variables along the tank length. Biomass loading conditions for
carbon oxidation and nitrification were quantified by the ratio between each reactor’s oxygen
demand and oxygen requirements (theoretical, calculated stoichiometrically from water quality
analysis), expressed in mg O2 of uptake per mg O2 required (Fig. 4.5a).
The effect of operating conditions on sludge settleability and floc volume was expressed
by the SVI in ml per g MLSS (Fig.4.5b). The efficiency of air supply for each operating condition
was quantified through the calculation of aeration efficiency (SAE), expressed in kg O2 transferred
per kWh (Fig. 4.5c). To correlate process performances in terms of operative parameters, air flow
rate and dissolved oxygen were also considered (Fig. 4.5d). Through the analysis of Figs.4.5a4.5d, a comprehensive evaluation of optimization measures for both process performances and
energy efficiency can be performed. Once the correlation between oxygen requirements and
oxygen demand are known at any time and any given section of the tank, loading or biomass
conditions can be modified to match the desired improvement. Viceversa, if increased aeration
efficiency is targeted, the air flow rate reduction can be evaluated together with the process stability
for oxygen demand and settling characteristics. In this study, lowest SAE values were observed on
average within the first 30% of the aeration tank length, correspondent to highest air flow rate and
dissolved oxygen (Fig. 4.5d). Highest SAE values were instead measured for the aerobic sections
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closer to the tank effluent where load and air flow rate reached the lowest values, as expected.
Nitrification decreased to its minimum while carbon oxidation approached its maximum as SAE
increased.
Dissolved oxygen and air flow rate were progressively reduced. For this highest SAE
range, the asymptotic correlation between aeration efficiency and tank length (Fig. 4.5c) represents
the approach to a maximum aeration efficiency where the limit is set in function of the adopted
aeration equipment (fine bubbles, coarse bubbles, diffusers density, blower’s efficiency, etc.).
Thus, by analyzing the variation of SAE and loading conditions, the optimal operating point
maximizing treatment capacity and minimizing the counter-productive effect of excessive aeration
on the cost of secondary treatment can be evaluated. If the optimal range of air flow rates is
accurately evaluated for site-specific conditions, energy wastage for over-aeration can be
minimized by a local reduction of the DO setpoint (Schuchardt et al. 2007).
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Figures 4.5a, 4.5b - Loading conditions expressed in mg O2 of uptake per mg O2 of required for
carbon oxidation and nitrification are reported in Fig.4.5a (upper) along the tank length. Floc
volume and settling characteristics are shown in Fig.4.5b expressed in ml per g of MLSS (lower).
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Figures 4.5c, 4.5d –The profile of aeration efficiency (SAE) along the tank is shown in Fig. 4.5c
(mid-bottom) expressed in kg O2 transferred per kWh. The effect of operating conditions is shown
in Fig.4.5d (bottom) where DO concentration and air flow rate are reported.
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Table 4.1 - Summary of average process conditions at WRRFs #1 and #2.

Parameter

WRRF#1

WRRF#2

Influent configuration

Step-feed

Single feed

Flow rate [MGD]

22.7

8.2

Flow rate [m3 d-1]

80,930

31,040

MLSS [mg l-1]

5300

3300

MCRT [days]

16±3

18±2

BOD5 [mg l-1]influent

204

300

TSS [mg l-1]influent

134

294

NH3 [mg l-1]influent

33.7

43.2

NH3 [mg l-1]effluent

0.6

0.1

Side water depth [m]

4.5

4.8

Diffusers submergence [m]

3.8

4.5

Table 4.2 - Summary of off-gas and respirometric results for WRRFs #1 and 2.
Process conditions

WRRF#1

WRRF#2

DO [mg l-1]

1.1 ± 0.59

1.24 ± 0.63

AFR [SCFM]

1863 ± 379

1924 ± 1531

sOUR for C ox [mg DO (g MLSS h)-1]

9.5 ± 2.8

10.9 ± 8.8

sOUR for Nitrif. [mg DO (g MLSS h)-1]

3.2 ± 2.1

0.9 ± 0.4

αSOTE [% m of depth-1]

3.2± 0.5

3.7± 1.5

SAE [kg O2 transf. kWh-1]

1.9± 0.5

1.6± 0.7
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4.4.5 Limitations and advantages of off-gas test monitoring

In order to produce comparable results between different basins, the standard methodology
(ASCE 1997) requires constant air flow rate and a minimum coverage of 2% of the basin surface
area to consider the results representative. However, no specific indications about time of the day
and the operating conditions are expressed. The effect of process variability may therefore be
overlooked and yield to unsatisfactory conclusions, especially in the case aeration system is
controlled based on influent organic load, resulting in large daily variability. More, the flow field
in the mixed liquor is strongly affected by the turbulence provided by aeration and mixing system
(Tchobanoglous et al. 2003, Gresch et al. 2011, Karpinska et al. 2015). Therefore, the spatial
distribution and size of the air plume may be influenced by geometric and site-specific operating
conditions, introducing potential sources of inconsistency in the measurements. The validity of the
results produced from off-gas monitoring was evaluated in real-time by the independent
calculation of OUR from respirometric measurements and by blower’s power demand metering.
As off-gas test results allow to derive biomass oxygen demand (eq. 4) and power demand for the
blowers (eq. 1), the difference between the “standard” (OUR respirometric, kW from power
metering) and “derived” value (OUR off-gas, kW off-gas) can be adopted as a quality control soft
sensor and provide further insights about the limitations of off-gas test results.
For OUR, the calculation from off-gas test is obtained imposing a closed oxygen mass
balance to tank volume underlying the sampling hoods surface. Thus, the oscillation and spatial
variability of air plumes may limit the applicability of the methodology where geometric and
hydraulic singularities are observed (i.e, baffles, high liquid air flow rate, proximity to point with
recirculating flows, etc.). In this study, despite caution was used to ensure spatial proximity
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between sampling points for mixed liquor and the hoods collecting off-gas as well as high
frequency of measurements to avoid delays between the two datasets, different OUR resulted from
the two methodologies.
The respirometric (OURresp) and off-gas (OURog) results are shown in Fig 4.6. As the
“standard” value from respirometry (OURresp ) was assumed to represent real-time tank loading
conditions for carbon oxidation and ammonia nitrification, the quantification of the differential
value between the methodologies would allow to highlight under- or over-aerated conditions.
Specifically, if OURresp>OURog, this would represent lack of oxygen supplied to the tank and
enable to calculate the required air flow rate to match the optimal demand by difference between
the two. On the other hand, if OURresp<OURog, this quantifies the inaccuracy in the OTR
estimation for non-representative air flux is sampled from the hoods, when higher air flow
increases turbulence and induces plumes spatial modification. In case where OTE% is the lowest
(i.e, high load, high air flow), the disparity between the values is additionally exacerbated by the
non-linear trend between air low rate and OTR when over-aeration occurs, which amplifies the
over-estimation of OUR as higher apparent oxygen transfer results from the calculations compared
to the real values (Iranpour and Stenstrom 2001).
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Figure 4.6 – The specific OUR measured from off-gas and respirometric methodology is shown.
This is to investigate the validity of OUR measurements from off-gas test results and highlight
sources of uncertainty in the measurements.
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For blower power demand, the analysis of the differential value between metered
(kWmetered) and off-gas calculation (kWoff-gas) can corroborate the analysis of OUR over-under
estimation and ultimately allow to calibrate the adiabatic formula (eq.1) for site-specific
conditions. Results collected at WRRF#2 during two consecutive testing periods operated at
different DO are shown in Fig. 4.7 expressed in kW MG-1, to overcome differences due to noncomparable loading conditions. Two separate linear trends can be highlighted for the datasets,
where the DO modification resulted in higher slope observed for the linear fit of data collected at
1.7 mg l-1 compared to the previous condition (1.9 mg l-1). Because the aeration system at WRRF#2
was operated at constant header pressure, only two variables comparing in eq.1 could embed the
source of error: first, the under or over-estimation of the mass of oxygen transferred (WO2); second,
the incorrect estimation of blower efficiency due to a significant deviation from the assumed value.
For the first case, the analysis of OUR results previously described would allow to highlight and
exclude non-representative values. For the second case, the analysis of the differential value
between the measured (metered) and estimated (off-gas) power demand would allow to quantify
the variation in blower’s efficiency and highlight optimal conditions, while constantly
recalibrating the estimation to improve accuracy in the adoption of the adiabatic formula (eq.1).
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Figures 4.7, 4.8 – Power demand normalized on influent flow is reported in Fig.4.7 (left)
independently measured from power metering and derived from off-gas results. The datasets for
different DO setpoints show how power demand was over-estimated when DO was reduced. In
Fig. 4.8 (right) the differential value between the two measurements is used to define blower
efficiency dynamics over the day.
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4.5 Summary and conclusions
Real-time respirometric measurements were performed to assess the biological oxygen
demand for carbon oxidation and nitrification. Results showed how oxygen demand for carbon
and nitrification can be manipulated through the control of process variables such as the C:N ratio,
dissolved oxygen and biomass MCRT. Hence, the reduction of DO coupled with real-time
monitoring of process state variables may be a viable option to reduce cost for aeration while
maintaining effluent quality and/or favour SND, additionally reducing the cost of treatment. The
continuous off-gas monitoring allowed to characterize the transient efficiency of oxygen transfer.
Good correlation between sOUR and oxygen transfer efficiency was found, similarly to what
observed between alpha factor and COD concentration (L. M. Jiang et al. 2017).
A comprehensive analysis of the results allowed to highlight optimization strategies to
reduce energy footprint for secondary treatment while ensuring effluent quality. The potential
limitations of the proposed methodology were investigated and confirmed the importance of
including site-specific constraints in process description and modelling. In conclusion, the coupled
monitoring of respirometric rates and aeration efficiency indicators was confirmed to be a powerful
tool to diagnose process performances and re-calibrate existing correlations to site-specific
conditions.
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6. Conclusions
•

Cost for aeration in secondary treatment is strongly influenced by daily fluctuations of
loading conditions and by the adopted operative conditions (DO, air flow rate).

•

The variable and time-based cost of energy is often most influential than the daily
energy consumption pattern, as the negative effect of low energy efficiency periods is
amplified by the highest cost of energy.

•

The abatement of cost for energy consumption can be achieved manipulating plant
operations in order to minimize peaks of power demand during targeted periods of the daily
operations.

•

The continuous characterization of process state variables describing loading
conditions and efficiency of the aeration system can be adopted as a diagnostic tool for
modelling, design and process control.

•

By coupling different techniques and independent measurements, additional insights
about the process can be obtained. For instance, the difference in the estimation of
biomass respirometric rates derived from off-gas measurements and from respirometric
test can be used to quantify the degree of under-aeration and optimize the air supply. More,
if blower’s power metering is performed, the effect of operating conditions on blower’s
efficiency can be evaluated by calculating the over or under-estimation of blower’s power
demand from adiabatic formula.

•

Site specific conditions need to be thoroughly evaluated to increase accuracy for
modelling and predictions, as the successful implementation of optimization strategies may
be limited on even neutralized by equipment limitations.
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The reduction of cost for aeration in secondary treatment of WRRFs can be achieved by
intervening on:
-

Influent flow: peaks in hydraulic and organic load can be curbed through equalization
basins and/or strategic return flows with high contaminants concentration. This way, the
ineffective air supply to variable oxygen requirements is decreased as the circadian
amplification of air flow rate for hydraulic peak is minimized. More, carbon diversion from
primary treatment to anaerobic digestion can additionally corroborate the energy
optimization, as reducing organic load in primary stage translates in lower oxygen
requirements to secondary treatment and higher biogas production.

-

Biomass characteristics (concentration, MCRT): the characterization of biomass
respiration rates for carbonaceous contaminants and ammonia would allow to identify the
optimal operating conditions. As higher removal of surfactants is associated with high
MCRTs, the consistent characterization of biomass characteristics and variables describing
aeration efficiency would help define most the most desirable wasting rate. More, the
analysis of nitrification and the influence of C:N ratio would highlight optimal conditions
to perform nitrification and to exploit the maximum biomass treatment capacity, whereas
loading conditions can be modified to maintain maximum respiration rates.

-

Optimization of aeration efficiency: the continuous monitoring of variables describing
the efficiency of the aeration system for short (daily) and long-term (seasonal) variability
would allow to highlight criticalities resulting in highest oxygen transfer suppression over
the daily operations as well as the evaluation of fouling phenomena over time.
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7. Future steps
For off-gas testing:
1. Evaluate the minimum hood area per unit of air flow to ensure accurate and representative
results and the effect of flow regime on air plume at full-scale;
2. Introduce the continuous analysis of nitrification via off-gas test;
3. Introduce the continuous analysis of GHG emissions via off-gas test;
For respirometric testing:
4. Investigate the effect of dissolved oxygen on respirometric rates, biomass growth and half
velocity constants for different MCRTs;
5. Minimize the use of respirometry to calibrate off-gas calculations and limit maintenance
and manual labor;
For process characterization and control:
6. Develop a standard methodology to characterize process dynamics is secondary treatment
via off-gas and respirometric tests;
7. Develop a standard methodology to continuously characterize settling characteristics and
floc volume;
8. Merge the methodologies in a series of logic rules adopting real-time and historical data to
re-calibrate and enhance predictions;
9. Implement aeration control based on respirometric and off-gas real time measurements;
10. Quantify savings per year to perform cost/benefit analysis and evaluate capital investment
aimed to increase energy efficiency for equipment and operations.
11. Evaluate demand/response measures to curb cost of energy during high peak (solar panels,
wind turbine, battery storage, etc).
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